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A∗ = A+ ∪ {ε}
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hZY k0Yj
(uv)w = u(vw)
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w = w1 · · ·wn
7Xz1kBlk
wi ∈ Aq5p6l




wqw1 · · ·wr
8Xz1kBlk
m = qn + rq5p6l













kB|kBxkBgUn Y AUhjg1{Vk kBi@kBl$o X(p6l zw6m w s/g/h:hUs1kHlkBv/lkVmkBgUnw&n$h|p6g w6m^{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|kBn$nkBlmn$z1kaX(p6l7mkBxWhoHIlp6s/v
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r0z1k Q6 V=6C p&q w-X(p6l
w = w0w1 · · ·wn−1wn
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B p6l/m[{w&g w&|mp k {Vp6g1m$h|/kBlkV w6mxw&v/v/hjg]H@m Y M 1g/hjnkX(p6l
w = w1 · · ·wnXz1kBlk
wi ∈ A

1 ≤ i ≤ n
h|mw.q+s/g1{Bn$h|p6g












w = w1w2w3 · · ·
{w&g*k mkVkBg3w6mMq+s/g1{Bn$h|p6g1mPq+lp6xvpIm$hjn$hji@k`hjgUnk&H@kBlm
















Li = {u1u2 · · · un | n ≥ 1, uj ∈ L},
L∗ = L+ ∪ {ε},
u−1K = {v | uv ∈ K},




u−1K = {v | ∃u ∈ L : uv ∈ K}.

































w(4) = w4 = a
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X1, . . . , Xk
h|m w<m$s 1mkBn`p&qn$z1k{w&l$nkVm$h4w&gv/lpDbs1{Bn








R ⊆ X × X
Y`B k p&q+nkBg Xl$hjnk
xR y
hjg1m$nkw6	p&q















h|m {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 F6232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∀x ∈ X : xR x

k, 2n
∀x, y ∈ X : xR y =⇒ y R x

k,@I2n
∀x, y, z ∈ X : xR y, y R z =⇒ xR z
Y
~Nq



























































R : 2X → 2X
k /k1g1kVUo

























xD2 y ⇐⇒ |x− y| ≤ 2.
   #    #   &









D2(1) = {−1, 0, 1, 2, 3}
Y
r0z1k )5#U !+)+!+F  Cj=I!+)56 p6g w^mkBn
X
h|m /k1g1kV	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Ω = ΩA∗ = {(x, y) ∈ A
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n X(pbh|m$n$hjg1{BnqNw6{Bnp6l$hTw&n$h|p6g1m
x1, . . . , xm
w&g1






































x1, . . . , xm, y1, . . . , yn ∈ X
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i = 1, 2, . . . ,m
Y k5Y 2n
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 23)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h|m {w&j|kV 23)-1)-2=6C Y }1p6l"X(p6l
xp6g1p6h|/m
M ⊆ A∗
bn$z1kBlk:kFEbh|m$nm[w s/g/h:hUs1k xWhjg/hjxw& H@kBg1kBlw&n$hjg]HmkBn1mkVk   Y
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h|m0n$z1k xWhjg/hjxw& H@kBg1kBlw&n$hjg]HRmkBnp&qn$z1k]q+lkVk xp6g1p6h|lH@kBg1kBlw&nkVUoRn$z1k:{VpD/k  Y
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}1p6lJ{Vp6gUi@kBg/h|kBg1{VkI*n$z1kWxWhjg/hjxw& H@kBg1kBlw&n$hjg]H mkBnJp&q[w&gUo X(p6l xp6g1p6h|
M
kBi@kBg
w g1p6gb5q+lkVk^p6g1kI@Xhjj k.{w&j|kV n$z1k w6mk.p&q
M





X = {ab, b, babb}
pi@kBln$z1k/hjgw&l$ow&jv/zwT
kBn



















































nPp&qw&gUo p&qhjnm*m$s /xp6g1p6h|/m Y
[s/j|m*w&lk(n$z1k0m$xw&j|kVm$n`w&xp6g]H n$z1k(s/g/h:hUs1k
qNw6{Bnp6l$hTw&n$h|p6g^kFEbnkBg1m$h|p6g1mw&g1q+lkVk]kFEbnkBg1m$h|p6g./kVm{Bl$hkV^wpi@k0Y*r0z1kBhjlkFEbh|m$nkBg1{Vk
h|m w6mkV^p6g^n$z1k]q5p6j|p Xhjg]HlkVm$s/jnm Y
}/lkVkm$s /xp6g1p6h|/m3p&q
A∗
{w&g k{zw&lw6{BnkBl$hkV s1m$hjg]H B!N=U )-C )+!+F0Y Mxp6g1p6h|
M ⊆ A∗
h|m{w&j|kVHB!N=U C|0hEq
u, v, uw,wv ∈M =⇒ w ∈M.
k5Y I2n
r0z/h|mh|mhjjjs1m$n$lw&nkV.hjg }hoHIs/lkJY Y
r0z1k q5p6j|p Xhjg]H vp X(kBl9q+s/H{zw&lw6{BnkBl$hTw&n$h|p6g p&qm$nw/|kxp6g1p6h|/m	h|m {w&j|kV
L? ,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=⇒ w ∈ M
}hoHIs/lkJY  	 AUnw/hjjhjn"o^p&q`w xp6g1p6h|
M
Y
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kBlpH@kBl m.{Bl$hjnkBl$h|p6g
n   Y 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Y Q(oxpDbhEq+oDhjg]H n$z1k.wp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w/hjjhjn"o {Vp6g1bhjn$h|p6g>7X(k





zw6m]w3s/g/h:hUs1k<qNw6{Bnp6l$hTw&n$h|p6g  mkVk qR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/xp6g1p6h| h|m{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X(p6l/m Y^r0z/h|m k &MkV{BnJh|mJs1mkV hjg
xw&gUobh &MkBlkBgUn]{Vp6g/g1kV{Bn$h|p6g1m  \brI&1rO0Ob RNI Y@M{Bn$sw&jjo@/n$z1kBlk:kFEbh|m$nmkBi@kBlw&P/k q5kV{Bn
n$z1kVp6lkBxm/kBvkBg1bhjg]Hp6gn$z1k]lkVm$n$l$h|{Bn$h|p6g1m0n$zw&nw&lk]v/s/n0np n$z1k
n− 1
X(p6l/m  U Y
C[g1k]q5p6l$xJs/4w&n$h|p6g h|mv/lkVmkBgUnkV^s1m$hjg]HzUs/j|m]w6m0q5p6j|p Xm Y
























Y"Q(o r0z1kVp6lkBx Y IbMn$z1k xp6g1p6h|
M
xJs1m$n k3m$nw/|k0Y:r0z1kBlk q5p6lkI>m$s 1m$n$hE
n$s/n$hjg]H









M = {ab, abba, ba, baab}∗ ⊆M
h|m




M = M = {ab, ba}∗
Y
]kBlk
|B| = 2 < 3 = |X|
/kBxp6g1m$n$lw&nkVm n$z1k[/k q5kV{Bn(k &MkV{Bn Y
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i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}
X(k:zwVi@k
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i i + p
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7, 10, 13, 14w&g1M[n$l$hjiDh4w&jjo@<w&j<hjgUnk&H@kBlm
n ≥ |w| = 15
Y ]kBg1{VkI[n$z1k xWhjg/hjxw& vkBl$h|pD h|m
π(w) = 7
Y]p6nkn$zw&n
|w| = 15 = 7+10−gcd(7, 10)−1
Y`}/lp6x n$z1kn$z1kVp6lkBx p&q
















i ≡ j (mod p) =⇒ wi = wj .
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w6mk<n$z1kBg^n$z1kX(p6l^{w&gkLXl$hjn$nkBg^hjg^n$z1k<q5p6l$x
w = vω = vvv · · · ,
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/h|p6|pNHIh|{w&
mk.hUs1kBg1{VkVmm$s1{z w6mu< M  [ M w&g1v/lp6nkBhjg1m Y
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K>kBn s1m k&HIhjg Uo-HIhjiDhjg]HJn$z1kq5p6l$xw&/k1g/hjn$h|p6gp&qw:m$hjxWhj4w&l$hjn"olkB4w&n$h|p6g8YB k[g1p6nk
n$zw&n:w&oH@k /lw&h|{p6vkBlw&n$h|p6g1m:p&q n$z1kWbhjlkV{Bn v/lpDbs1{BnJw&lk3/k1g1kV {Vp6xWvp6g1kBgUn Xh|mk0Y
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 )-23)-Cj=6 p6lbxp6lk v/lkV{Bh|mkBjo@
R
	N )-23)-Cj=6&Y
]kBg1{VkI`w m$hjxWhj4w&l$hjn"olkB4w&n$h|p6g h|m3w  "|kBn$nkBl9Nnp&N|kBn$nkBl^{Vp6xWvw&n$h/hjjhjn"o lkB4w&n$h|p6g
p6g`X(p6l/m^p&qWk.hUsw& |kBg]HIn$z8Y r0zw&n^h|m.np mwVo@[q5p6l X(p6l/m
u = u1 · · · um
w&g1
v = v1 · · · vn
Xz1kBlk
















{a, b} (a 6= b)
m$s1{zRn$zw&n
(a, b) ∈ RA
YB k
s1mk<n$z1k<g1p6nw&n$h|p6g
R = 〈r1, . . . , rn〉,
Xz1kBlk
ri = (ai, bi) ∈ A × A
q5p6l





ιA ∪ {r1, . . . , rn}
Y
     	       K>kBn A = {a, b} w&g1.mkBn R = 〈(a, b)〉 Y(r0z1kBg
RA = {(a, a), (b, b), (a, b), (b, a)}.
]kBg1{VkIn$z1k lkB4w&n$h|p6g
R
xw&t@kVm.w&j X(p6l/m Xhjn$z k.hUsw&]|kBg]HIn$z m$hjxWhj4w&lRnp kw6{z
p6n$z1kBl Y C[g.n$z1k p6n$z1kBlzw&g1M/|kBns1m{Vp6g1m$h|/kBln$z1k<nkBl$gw&l$o^w&jv/zwkBn
B = {a, b, c}w&g1n$z1k:mkBn
S = 〈(a, b)〉
Y r0z1kBg
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K>kBn<s1m]xw&t@kWwWq5k&X p1mkBl$iIw&n$h|p6g1m p6g n$z1k"w6m$h|{ v/lp6vkBl$n$h|kVm p&q(m$hjxWhj4w&l$hjn"o lk 
4w&n$h|p6g1m Y}hjlm$nRp&q w&jN[w m$hjxWhj4w&l$hjn"o lkB4w&n$h|p6g /pDkVmg1p6nRg1kVkV np k^n$lw&g1m$hjn$hji@k0Y
M]m:w&gkFE1w&xWv/|kI{Vp6xWxp6g/jo7s1mkV7n$z/lp6s]HIz1p6s/nJn$z1kWn$z1kVm$h|m8X(kWxkBgUn$h|p6g n$z1kWlk 
4w&n$h|p6g














Y7ADkV{Vp6g1bjo@Iq+lp6x ,7hUsw&n$h|p6gGk IYjnPhjnq5p6j|p Xm*n$zw&n`kBi@kBl$o3m$hjxWhj4w&l$hjn"o
lkB4w&n$h|p6g
R
mw&n$h|m kVmn$z1k<q5p6j|p Xhjg]Hn X(pWq+s/g11w&xkBgUnw&Pv/lp6vkBl$n$h|kVm Y
xJs/jn$hjv/jh|{w&n$hjiDhjn"o 	
uR v, u′ R v′ =⇒ uu′ R vv′

m$hjxWv/jh w/hjjhjn"o 	
uu′ R vv′, |u| = |v| =⇒ uR v, u′Rv′.
r0z1k v/lpDp&q(p&q n$z1kJq5p6j|p Xhjg]H.n$z1kVp6lkBx h|mw6mkVHp6g n$z1kVmkJq5kw&n$s/lkVm Y#[kV{w&jq+lp6x
ADkV{Bn$h|p6g Y  n$zw&n








h|mxJs/jn$hjv/jh|{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mkBg1mk0Y













Y r0z1kBg n$z1kBlk kFEbh|m$nDX(p6l/m
u ∈ R(X)
w&g1
v ∈ R(Y )
m$s1{z n$zw&n
w = uv























































R(X)0 = ε = R(ε) = R(X0)
Y*r0zUs1m/n$z1k:mkV{Vp6g1^{B4w&hjx w&|mp q5p6j|p Xm Y
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]X(k zwVi@k








Xhjj kW{w&j|kVw&g	=6CE!" $=I!+)56  Cj=I!+)56Hw&g17n$z1kWlkB4w&n$h|p6g
S
Xhjj
k {w&j|kV w (#U C )+!+F Cj=I!+)56Y
M]mxkBgUn$h|p6g1kV hjgDADkV{Bn$h|p6g IY Y b1n$z1k w&jnkBlw&n$h|p6g lkB4w&n$h|p6g {w&gk n$z1p6s]HIzUn<p&q













































































x1, . . . , xm
w&g1




x1 · · · xm R1 y1 · · · yn
Y:r0z/h|m]hjxWv/jh|kVm n$zw&n
w&|mp





















x1, . . . , xm

y1, . . . , yn ∈ Xmw&n$h|m9q+o













i = 1, 2, . . . ,m
v/lpiDhjg]H3n$z1k
mkV{Vp6g1.{B4w&hjxeY
       !  *! %' &   
B	z1kBg X(kH{Vp6g1m$h|/kBl.s/g/h|p6g1m.w&g1	hjgUnkBlmkV{Bn$h|p6g1m^p&q m$hjxWhj4w&l$hjn"o	lkB4w&n$h|p6g1mn$z1k
v/lkBiDh|p6s1mlkVm$s/jnhjxWv/jh|kVmn$z1k]q5p6j|p Xhjg]HR{Vp6lp6j4w&l$o2Y














(R1 ∩R2, S1 ∪ S2)
	9?#Ue
($98e AUhjg1{Vk




(R1 ∩ R2, S1)
"{VpD/k"Uo^r0z1kVp6lkBx Yj2k-h>nFY
AUhjg1{Vk





















x1 · · · xm R y1 · · · yn
q5p6l
x1, . . . , xm
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xi (S1 ∩ S2) yi
q5p6lw&j






















R = R1 ∪ R2 =
































x1 · · · xm R y1 · · · yn
Xhjn$z





i = 1, 2, . . . ,m
























Y ]p X {Vp6g1m$h|/kBl
X(p6l/m
x1, . . . , xm

y1, . . . , yn ∈ X
mw&n$h|m9q+oDhjg]H
































R = 〈(a, c)〉
w&g1








M]m w^{Vp6lp6j4w&l$op&qn$z1kv/lkBiDh|p6s1mJn$z1kVp6lkBx^X(kRm$z1p X n$zw&n n$z1k
(R,S)
"{VpD/kVm


















"{VpD/k Uo r0z1kVp6lkBx Yj2k-h>nFY7r0zUs1m*hjn h|mWw&g
(ι, ι)
"{VpD/kUor0z1kVp6lkBx Y IY
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~"g JI(Abw&lbhjgw6m w&g1 ^w&n$nkBlmp6g HUwVi@k7n$z1kBhjl.qNw&xp6s1m w&oH@p6l$hjn$z/x q5p6l^/kV{Bh|bhjg]H
Xz1kBn$z1kBlJw HIhji@kBg mkBn p&q X(p6l/m h|m:wR{VpD/kWp6l<g1p6n Y r0z1k3{Vp6l$lkVm$vp6g1bhjg]H^v/lp/|kBx
q5p6l3vw&l$n$h4w&X(p6l/m X0w6mWv/lpi@kV np k./kV{Bh|1w/|k^hjg jI  Y ]p X(kBi@kBl0n$z1kv/lpDp&q
mkVkBxm0np khUs/hjnk<nkV{z/g/h|{w&{Vp6xWvw&lkV^np3n$z1k {w6mk:p&qnp6nw&8X(p6l/m Y`~"nh|m w6mkV
p6gw /p6xWhjg1pJnkV{z/g/h:hUs1k]hjgUn$lpDbs1{VkVhjg  =\ Y ]kBlkSX(kSHIhji@k<w:m$hjxWv/|k[mp6js/n$h|p6gq5p6l









"{VpD/kVm Y"B k s1mkWwRm$s/hjnw/|k3xpDbh {w&n$h|p6gp&q(n$z1k
Abw&lbhjgw6m#"q^w&n$nkBlmp6g n$z1kVp6lkBxeY
       !  *! %' & 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   !$#      k+y pDbh kV Abw&lbhjgw6m#"q^w&n$nkBlmp6g





















r0z1k v/lpDp&q3p&qJn$z1k v/lkBiDh|p6s1mn$z1kVp6lkBx h|mxpDbh kV	q+lp6x n$z1kHv/lpDp&q p&q n$z1k
Abw&lbhjgw6m#"q^w&n$nkBlmp6g n$z1kVp6lkBxXhjg   Y*}hjlm$nSX(k v/lpi@k n$z1k<q5p6j|p Xhjg]H|kBxWxwY
            B! X ⊆ A+ e0;>6:=6C-C n ≥ 1 =6# 1 ≤ k ≤ n %'(<,b=6Q6 ε ∈ Un ) 8=6#R61C F) 8 !-,/ W 6)4B!
u ∈ Uk
=6#)-!"  U 
i, j ≥ 0
 A/? ,^!-,b=I!
uXi ∩R(Xj) 6= ∅
=6#











Mn$z1kBg7n$z1kW{Vp6g1bhjn$h|p6g k-Y 2n[h|m mw&n$h|m kVDXhjn$z
u = ε
w&g1
i = j = 0
Y ?(p6gUi@kBlmkBjo@1hEqn$z1k:{Vp6g1bhjn$h|p6g^h|mmw&n$h|m kVM/n$z1kBg
i = j = 0w&g1







n > k ≥ 1
w&g1Jm$s/v/vpImk*n$zw&nPn$z1k`{B4w&hjx z1p6|/mMq5p6l






i, j ≥ 0
m$s1{z7n$zw&n
uX i ∩ R(Xj) 6= ∅
w&g1
i + j + (k + 1) = n
Y
r0zUs1m/n$z1kBlk:kFEbh|m$nX(p6l/m
x1, . . . , xi, y1, . . . , yj ∈ X
m$s1{z.n$zw&n
























yuX i ∩ R(Xj+1) 6= ∅w&g1





w&g1 Uon$z1k xJs/jn$hjv/jh|{w&n$hjiDhjn"o w&g1.m$oDxWxkBn$l$o.p&q
R
X(k:zwVi@k
vux1 · · · xi R v




v′Xj ∩ R(X i+1) 6= ∅
w&g1





i, j ≥ 0m$s1{z.n$zw&n
uXi ∩R(Xj) 6= ∅
w&g1
i + j + k = n
Yr0z1kBg
y1 · · · yj R ux1 · · · xi
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 #!   #    &
q5p6l<mp6xk








hjg n$z1k3{w6mk {Vp6g1m$h|/kBlkV hjgHn$z1k*k&HIhjg/g/hjg]H^p&q n$z/h|m]v/lpDp&qpY ]kBg1{VkI|kBn]s1m w6mm$s/xk
n$zw&n
j > 0
Y[B k zwVi@k n X(p{w6mkVm
	















y2 · · · yj R vx1 · · · xi
Y
r0zUs1m
vXi ∩ R(Xj−1) 6= ∅
w&g1



















x1 · · · xi Rvy2 · · · yj
Y
r0zUs1m
vXj−1 ∩ R(X i) 6= ∅
w&g1





]p X`X(k w&lk<lkw6bonp3v/lpi@k:n$z1k n$z1kVp6lkBxeY










x1, . . . , xm, y1, . . . , yn ∈ X
m$s1{z^n$zw&n
x1 · · · xm R y1 · · · yn
w&g1

















Y Q(on$z1k:m$hjxWv/jh w/hjjhjn"o p&q
R
]X(k w&|mpWzwVi@k

















i, j ≥ 0
m$s1{z	n$zw&n




x1, . . . , xi, y1, . . . , yj ∈ Xm$s1{z	n$zw&n





















y′y1 · · · yj R yux1 · · · xi
$Xz/h|{z HIhji@kVm s1mJwRlkB4w&n$h|p6g




|y| = |y′| 6= |x|
X(kzwVi@k






















xJs1m$n ks/jn$hjxw&nkBjovkBl$h|pDbh|{Ibw&g1hjn0{w&g 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kV
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^w&n$nkBlmp6g7nkVm$n]h|m HIhji@kBgH4w&nkBl<hjg ADkV{Bn$h|p6g7Y Ob
Xz1kBlk n$z1kWw&oH@p6l$hjn$z/xWh|{w6m$vkV{Bn<h|m
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X,R, S 






















t = 1, 2, . . . , n− 1
Y




Y*~Nq>n$z1k<kBxWv/n"o X(p6l kB|p6g]H@m(np n$z1k[s/g/h|p6g>
n$z1kBg^lkBn$s/l$g
	 YC[n$z1kBlpXh|mkI{Vp6gUn$hjgUs1k0Y












r0z1kJ{Vp6l$lkV{Bn$g1kVmm<p&q`n$z1k:v/lpD{VkVbs/lk h|m]w&g hjxWxkVbh4w&nk {Vp6g1mk.hUs1kBg1{Vk3p&q`r0z1kVp&






























u1, . . . , um, v1, . . . , vn
bn$z1k:{Vp6g1bhjn$h|p6g






i = 1, 2, · · · ,m
Y Q(o n$z1k{Vp6g1m$h|/kBlw&n$h|p6g1mWp&q
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f]m$hjg]H w&oH@p6l$hjn$z/xm"w6mkV p6g n$z1kWh|/kw^p&qn$z1kAbw&lbhjgw6m#"q^w&n$nkBlmp6g n$z1kVp6lkBx X(k
{w&g nkVm$n(Xz1kBn$z1kBlw mkBn3p&qX(p6l/m3h|mWw {VpD/kI w^v{VpD/kI*p6l3xp6lkH@kBg1kBlw&jjo@(w&g
(R,S)
"{VpD/k0Yy p6lkVpi@kBl*w&jnkBlw&n$h|p6g lkB4w&n$h|p6g1m3w&g1 /kBjhjn"o7lkB4w&n$h|p6g1m kBgw/|ks1m
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np kJw/|k:np 1g1^n$z1k lkB4w&n$h|p6g1m Xz/h|{zHw&lkJp6v/n$hjxw&N1hZY k0Yj1xWhjg/hjxw&p6lxwEbhjxw&
hjg.n$z1k<q5p6j|p Xhjg]HmkBg1mk0Y








































"{VpD/k Uo r0z1kVp6lkBx Yj2k-h>n]w&g17w&g
(R,Ω)
"{VpD/kUo r0z1kVp6lkBx Yj2k-hjh>nFY	r0zUs1m0n$z1k^{Vp6g1{VkBv/nmRp6v/vpImkV np n$z1k^p6g1kVm





n$z1ks/g/h:hUs1k xWhjg/hjxw&w&jnkBlw&n$h|p6g lkB4w&n$h|p6g w&g1 n$z1k s/g/hji@kBlmw&WlkB4w&n$h|p6g h|m n$z1k





X(k xw&t@kJwJq5k&X kw6m$op1mkBl$iIw&n$h|p6g1m Y
























































































































Uo {w6mkVmlk-hjhjh>nJw&g1 k-hjin:p&q[r0z1kVp6lkBx Y Obn$z1kRmkBn
Fmin(X,R)
h|m3kBhjn$z1kBl3kBxWv/n"o







n$z1kVmk.n X(p m$hjxWhj4w&l$hjn"o lkB4w&n$h|p6g1mRmkVkBx np7zwVi@k
m$oDxWxkBn$l$h|{Jlp6|kVm w&g1 n$z1kBo.zwVi@k n$z1k mw&xk m$hk0Y]r0z/h|m[g1kVkV g1p6nk:n$z1k {w6mkJhjg
H@kBg1kBlw&ZY7Mxp6lk:{Vp6xWv/jh|{w&nkV {w6mkXhjj k mkVkBg^4w&nkBlhjg ,E1w&xWv/|k:Y IY


































S ← S ∪ {(x(i), y(i))} 
〈S〉
	    	bn$z1k<xWhjg/hjxw& /kBjhjn"olkB4w&n$h|p6g hjg
Fmin(X,R)
Y
Q0k q5p6lk HIhjiDhjg]H w&g kFE1w&xWv/|kIX(kv/lpi@kn$zw&nJn$z1kv/lkBiDh|p6s1m3w&oH@p6l$hjn$z/x X(p6l$tbm
{Vp6l$lkV{Bn$jo^w&g1hjg^vp6joDg1p6xWh4w&>n$hjxk0Y
   !$#        \48 X )4<= `1)+!" (R,R) 	9?#U%[d,9>;89 S!/ 9  /=9 *W  X,R   6)-Q6
Fmin(X,R)









e3>,/  !-,/ !+)-2:?62[C| 6)+!+F98
d,9>;89 S!/ 9  /=9 *W 































Y(]p Xn$z1kJw&oH@p6l$hjn$z/x d,9>;89 S!/ 9  /=9 *W 
X,R kBg1m$s/lkVm(n$zw&nUq5p6l0w&j
























(x, y) /∈ S
Y
B kw6mm$s/xkn$zw&n hjg n$z1kw&oH@p6l$hjn$z/x n$z1k k-hjg 1g/hjnknJm$hjxWhj4w&l$hjn"olkB4w&n$h|p6g
R
h|m
HIhji@kBg s1m$hjg]H w 1g/hjnk(lkBv/lkVmkBgUnw&n$h|p6g
〈r1, . . . , rl〉






















     	       ?(p6g1m$h|/kBl n$z1kWmkBn X = {aba, bba, dbc, adcd, bccd} hjgHn$z1k q5p6s/l|kBn$nkBl]w&jv/zwkBn
A = {a, b, c, d}
Y K>kBn
R = 〈(a, b), (b, c), (c, d), (d, a)〉.
r0z1k^w&oH@p6l$hjn$z/x d,9>;89 S!/ 9  /=9 *W 
X,R  {Vp6xWvw&lkVm R "m$hjxWhj4w&l X(p6l/mhjg X Y}/lp6x n$z1klkB4w&n$h|p6g
abaR bba
X(kSH@kBn
S ← {(a, b), (b, b), (a, a)}
w&g1
adcdR bccdHIhji@kVms1m
S ← S ∪ {(a, b), (d, c), (c, c), (d, d)}
Y ]kBg1{VkI/n$z1kJw&oH@p6l$hjn$z/x lkBn$s/l$g1m






















"{VpD/k0YB k:/p3g1p6ntDg1p X Xz/h|{z p6g1k:p&qn$z1kVmk {Vp6g1bhE











Y]p6nkn$zw&n m$hjg1{Vk[w m$hjxWhj4w&l$hjn"oWlkB4w&n$h|p6gh|m*hjg1bs1{VkV Uow<lkB4w&n$h|p6g
p6g |kBn$nkBlm<w&g1^n$z1k w&jv/zwkBn]h|m 1g/hjnkIn$z1k:i@kBl$nkFE mkBn[h|m]w&|mp 1g/hjnk0Yr0z1kJmkBn[p&q
kVH@kVmh|m
E = {(R1, R2) | R2 = R1 ∪ {(a, b), (b, a)}
q5p6lmp6xk
a 6= b}.
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Amax(X,S)
Y
   !$#          B! X ⊆ A+  `1)+!" =6# C|B! S H=  )-23)-Cj=6 )+!+F7 Cj=I!+)56eY C  @6 )+!-,U2 d ! 9 S!/(/F*$
!*$9>;
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(A, X, S, l)




V = {v1, . . . , vn}
w&g1 kVH@kVm
E = {e1, . . . , em}
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i = 1, 2, . . . ,m
YB kJw&|mpW{z1pDpImk
S = ι,
A = {1, 2, . . . ,m} ∪ {a} ∪ {v1, . . . , vn},
l = |A|2 − 2k − (m2 −m).
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T = {(i, j) | i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m}, i 6= j}
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v1 · · · vn ∈ R(u)∩MXz1kBlk
vj ∈ B
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u = u1 · · · um ∈ M
w&g1
v = v1 · · · vn ∈ Lm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u1 · · · um R
′ v1 · · · vn
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RM = RM ∩ SM = ιM
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(∀x ∈M : R(x) ∩M ⊆ S(x) ∩M) =⇒ RM ⊆ SM =⇒ RB ⊆ SB .
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S = ι
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w&nkV Uo





























































ab ∈ R(ac)∩ M̂
 /s/n
ab 6∈ S′(ac) ∩ M̂
Y
















RB ⊆ SB ⇔ RM ⊆ SM
w&g1MDq5p6l]w&j
x ∈M = M
bhjn{B|kw&l$joz1p6|/mn$zw&n
R(x) ∩M ⊆ S(x) ∩M
Y




p&q0m$nw/hjjhjn"o >q5p6l kFE1w&xWv/|kIPmkVk   Y3~"gHn$z/h|m:mkV{Bn$h|p6g X(k(H@kBg1kBlw&jhkWn$z/h|m h|/kwq5p6l
(R,S)
Ns/g/h:hUs1k<qNw6{Bnp6l$hTw&n$h|p6g1m Y































































︸ ︷︷ ︸ ︸ ︷︷ ︸
∈ M ∈ M
∈ M
u′ w′ v′
︷ ︸︸ ︷ ︷ ︸︸ ︷
∈ M ∈ M
R R R
∈ M
⇒ u,w ∈ M,uS u′






!     ! 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 #!   #    &
    #       r0z1k:/k1g/hjn$h|p6gHp&q w&g (R,S) "m$nw/|k:xp6g1p6h| {Vp6hjg1{Bh|/kVmXhjn$z n$z1kp6l$hoHIhjgw&/k1g/hjn$h|p6g p&q w B!N=U C| X(p6l xp6g1p6h| hjg n$z1k.{w6mk

















u, uw,wv, v ∈M =⇒ w ∈M.
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N>e






























x1, . . . , xm, y1, . . . , yn ∈ B
m$s1{z n$zw&n
x1 · · · xm, y1 · · · yn ∈M

x1 · · · xm R y1 · · · yn
w&g1
(xi, yi) ∈ S
q5p6l
i = 1, 2, . . . , k − 1 < min{m,n}
 /s/n











xk+1 · · · xm = x
′′x
Xz1kBlk


























i = 1, 2, . . . , k − 1
n$z1k {Vp6g1bhjn$h|p6g1m k-h>n[w&g1k-hjh>np&q(u<k1g/hE







y1 · · · yk−1y
′, y′′ ∈M
w&g1
y1 · · · yk−1y





































v′  xk+1 · · · xm














































u, v, w, u′, v′, w′ ∈ A∗
mw&n$h|m9q+o n$z1k
{Vp6g1bhjn$h|p6g1m k-h>nw&g1 k-hjh>nFY r0zUs1m X(k xwVo6Xl$hjnk





uw = x1 · · · xk,
v = v1 · · · vl,
u′ = u1 · · · um,

















x1 · · · xkv1 · · · vl
w&g1




k + l = m + n
w&g1 {Vp6l9




u′ = u1 · · · um S x1 · · · xm = u
w&g1
























Uo n$z1k q5p6j|p Xhjg]H^kFE1w&xWv/|k0YaK>kBn
R = 〈(b, c)〉
w&g1



























]X(k:mkVk<n$zw&nn$z1kJwpi@k xkBgUn$h|p6g1kV w6mm$s/xWv/n$h|p6g1mak-h>n0w&g1 k-hjh>n










5q+lkVkxp6g1p6h|/m Y~"n h|mJ{w&j|kV z1kBlkn$z1k  U  $=6C )T$#
L? ,b! T    U  ?B )+!"  )56Y ]p6nk n$zw&nRn$z1k s1m$sw&]q5p6l$xJs/4w&n$h|p6g p&q-AD{z/nkBgb
kBlpH@kBl mH{Bl$hjnkBl$h|p6g q5p6lHxp6g1p6h|/m k+r0z1kVp6lkBx Y I2n.q5p6j|p Xm7kw6m$hjjo Uo w6mm$hoHIg/hjg]H
R = S = ι
Y
      !  *! %   #!   #    &
*!$#!  #     Gk j kBg1kBlw&jhkV AD{z/nkBg kBlpH@kBl m {Bl$hjnkBl$h|p6g
n   Y  A1 266)5#:98
A∗)4
(R,S)



















  3  c
Sb     
f]m$hjg]Hn$z1k m$nw/hjjhjn"o lkVm$s/jnmp&q:n$z1k v/lkBiDh|p6s1mmkV{Bn$h|p6g	hjnRh|mRkw6m$o npv/lpi@k n$z1k
q5p6j|p Xhjg]H{B|pIm$s/lk v/lp6vkBl$n"o.p&q
(R,S)
Ns/g/h:hUs1k qNw6{Bnp6l$hTw&n$h|p6g kFEbnkBg1m$h|p6g1m Y
   !$#         B! M .=^ A1 266)5#798 A∗ e Y 1F^)-!" $?V!+)56 98)-1  N>e*6Ab!" 	
(R,S)
	"AD1) 	BA1(8V=@?V!N6 )=I!+)56 I!" / )56/ 98
M
)4J=6H)-1   N>e
6Ab!" 	
(R,S)
	"AD1) 	BA1 8V=@?V!N6 )=I!+)56  I!" / )56 98
M
e











M = ∩i∈IM i
Y? |kw&l$jo
M


























































M]m:w{Vp6lp6j4w&l$o7p&q(n$z1kWv/lkBiDh|p6s1m n$z1kVp6lkBx X(k-H@kBn n$z1k3q5p6j|p Xhjg]H^lkVm$s/jnJ{Vp6gb
{VkBl$g/hjg]H
(R,S)
5q+lkVk]xp6g1p6h|/m Y`~"n0h|m0{w&j|kVz1kBlk<n$z1k H@kBg1kBlw&jhkV^r0hj|mp6g  m0lkVm$s/jn Y
]p6nk<n$zw&nL?(p6lp6j4w&l$o^Yj h|mp/nw&hjg1kV w6m[wWm$vkV{Bh4w&>{w6mk
R = S = ι
Y



















































        !       &   
]p6nk3n$zw&n:n$z/h|m:mkBn xwVo kWkBxWv/n"o w6mX0w6m w&jlkw6bo7mkVkBg7hjg ,E1w&xWv/|kWY YC[g
n$z1kp6n$z1kBl3zw&g1MhjnJq5p6j|p XmJq+lp6x r0z1kVp6lkBx Yj O n$zw&n n$z1kRmkBnJh|m {B|pImkVs/g1/kBl
hjgUnkBlmkV{Bn$h|p6g8Y r0zUs1m]X(k xwVo./k1g1k n$z1k:m$xw&j|kVm$nkFEbnkBg1m$h|p6g1m]w6m0q5p6j|p Xm Y





  # "! #    
(R, S) 
































qNw6{Bnp6l$hTw&n$h|p6g kFEbnkBg1m$h|p6g1m]w&lk /k1g1kV.q5p6lxp6g1p6h|/m Y


















A∗h|m w&g hjg/g1kBl3w&g1 p6s/nkBl
(R,S)













zUs/j|m:w&lk3m$s1{V{Bhjg1{Bn$jo {w&j|kVHn$z1kR'($=&S)-1 w&g1Hn$z1kR'($=&S.6Ab!" 
R
	N,UADC-C [p&q
XlkVm$vkV{Bn$hji@kBjo2Y B kw&tzUs/j|m v/4wVo w&g hjxWvp6l$nw&gUn3lp6|k.w&xp6g]H lkB4w&n$h|p6gw&zUs/j|mWw6m
Xhjj k m$nw&nkV.hjg^n$z1k]q5p6j|p Xhjg]Hn$z1kVp6lkBxeY
   !$#         B! X J=J A1B! 98 A∗ e >,/])-1  (R,S) 	N,UADC-C>98 X  6)4B!-) 8:=6#R61C F) 8
RX∗ ⊆ SX∗
























































x, y ∈ X∗
m$s1{z	n$zw&n
(x, y) ∈ R \ S
Y r0z/h|m









   !$#          B! X :=3 A1B! 98 A∗ e >,/:6Ab!"  (R,S) 	N,UADC-C>98 X  6)4B!-) 83=6#^61C FR) 8%8V6W=6C-C
x ∈ X∗
%0'( ,b=6Q6



















M ⊇ X  
  # " (R, S)     
M.























5q+lkVk zUs/j|mSX(k zwVi@kJwWm$hjxWhj4w&l{zw&lw6{BnkBl$hTw&n$h|p6g w6m[wpi@k0Y













































ÎR,S(X) ⊆ ÎR,S(Y ),
k-Y J2n
ÔR,S(X) ⊆ ÔR,S(Y ),
k-Y R0n
F̂R,S(X) ⊆ F̂R,S(Y ).
k-Y 2n
M0nn$z1k kBg1.p&q7ADkV{Bn$h|p6g^Y IYjX(k]q+s/l$n$z1kBl{Vp6g1m$h|/kBlhjg1{Bjs1m$h|p6g^v/lp6vkBl$n$h|kVmp&qzUs/j|m Y
  
	     	   
]kFEbnaX(k{Vp6g1m$h|/kBlw xkBn$z1pD p&q 1g1bhjg]H7n$z1kRzUs/j|mWhjg v/lw6{Bn$h|{Vk0Y Q(o n$z1k{zw&l9
w6{BnkBl$hTw&n$h|p6g1mWp&qn$z1kv/lkBiDh|p6s1m3mkV{Bn$h|p6g>X(k{w&g lkVm$n$l$h|{Bn3p6s/l3{Vp6g1m$h|/kBlw&n$h|p6g1m3np


























Y }1p6l n$z/h|m v/s/l$vpImkI$X(kWmwVo n$zw&nJwRvw&hjl:p&q X(p6l/m














x′, x′′, y′, y′′ ∈ Y ∗
m$s1{z.n$zw&n


































Nxw&n{zh|m {w&j|kV 6!+ )-Q)5=6ChEq
(u, v) 6∈ R
Y C[n$z1kBlpXh|mkIPn$z1kWvw&hjl


















































C iR,X(B) = ∅
Y
?(p6g1m$h|/kBl[X(p6l/m
x1, . . . , xm

y1, . . . , yn ∈ B
m$s1{z3n$zw&n
x1 · · · xm R y1 · · · yn
w&g1
x1 · · · xm, y1 · · · yn ∈ X




























}1p6l]n$z1kJg1kFEbn[v/lpD{VkVbs/lkaX(kJg1kVkV p6g1kJxp6lk /k1g/hjn$h|p6g8Y<}1p6l w-X(p6l











u = u0, u1, . . . , un−1

un = v ∈ Y
m$s1{z7n$zw&n<q5p6l


















n$z1k q5p6j|p Xhjg]H hjnkBlw&n$hji@k0v/lpD{VkVbs/lkm$hjxWhj4w&lnp]n$z1k(v/lpD{VkVbs/lkVmhjgUn$lpDbs1{VkVWhjg  U Y
       !  *! %   #!   #    &
 #! 



















































u = u′u′′ ∈ Xj



















qNw6{Bnp6lm w&g1 n$z1kBlk q5p6lkn$z1kRv/lpD{VkVbs/lkxJs1m$nWnkBl$xWhjgw&nk0Y]kFEbn(X(kRv/lpi@k.n$zw&n





   !$#         B! X :=













K>kBns1m 1lm$n[m$z1p X UoRhjg1bs1{Bn$h|p6g n$zw&n
X∗j ⊆ ÎR(X)
q5p6l w&j









(u, v) ∈ C iR,X(Xj)
Y[B k:{B4w&hjxXn$zw&n













































x′u′, u′′ ∈ ÎR(X).
        !       &  
AUhjxWhj4w&l$jo@UlkBv/4w6{Bhjg]H n$z1kSX(p6l/m(p&q>}hoHIs/lkY IUo3n$z1kSX(p6l/m
x′, u′, u′′x′′, y′, v, y′′X(k:mkVk<n$zw&n
x′, u′ ∈ ÎR(X),
m$hjg1{Vk























u′i = pref |u′|(ui)
w&g1




i = 0, 1, . . . , n− 1
YB k]m$z1p X	n$zw&nw&|mp
u′n = pref |u′|(un)
w&g1








u,w, v, u′, w′, v′








′′ blkVm$vkV{Bn$hji@kBjo2Y AUhjg1{Vk y′un  y′′  x′u′n−1 w&g1
u′′n−1x
′′ kB|p6g]H np ÎR(X)  X(k^zwVi@k y′u′n, u′′n ∈ ÎR(X) Y	]p6nk^n$zw&n X(k^s1mkVn$z1kHqNw6{Bn n$zw&n
|un−1| = |un|





′′, x′, u′n−1, u
′′
n−1x





















w&g1 X(k3/pRg1p6n /kB|kBnkWw&gUo kVmmkBgb
n$h4w&*kB|kBxkBgUnm YJ<w&xkBjo@

































Y y p6lk 












































Î 0R(X) = X
w&g1









      !  *! %   #!   #    &
   !$#          B! X 3=W A1B!98 A∗ e3>,/  8V6J=6C-C j ≥ 0 '( ,b=6Q6





% !-,/ 3 6)4B!-
k ≥ 0
 A/? ,^!-,b=I!











Î 0R(X) = Ô
0
R(X) = X ⊆ F̂R(X)
h|m {B|kw&l Y(AUs/vb
vpImk]n$z1kBg.n$zw&n















































































































zUs/j|mPn$z1p6s]HIz Uo:r0z1kVp6lkBx Y ISX(k({Vp6s/|3w6m X(kBjDs1mk(w&gWw&oH@p6l$hjn$z/x Xz/h|{z3{Vp6s/gUnm
p6s/nkBl
(R,R)











ÎR(X)  ÔR(X) = F̂R(X).
        !       &  
     	        K>kBn A = {a, b, c, d} w&g1R{Vp6g1m$h|/kBl0n$z1k]mkBn X = {a, ac, dd, ddb}w&g1.n$z1kJm$hjxWhj4w&l$hjn"o.lkB4w&n$h|p6g



















0 {a, ac, dd, ddb} {(dd, ddb)} dd · aR ddb
1 {a, ac, b, dd} {(a, ac), (b, ac)} a · bR acR b · b
2 {a, b, c, dd} {(c, dd)} c · cR dd
3 {a, b, c, d} ∅
rw/|k Yj 	 ?0w&|{Bs/4w&n$h|p6g1mq5p6ln$z1k
(R,R)
5q+lkVk zUs/jPp&q ,E1w&xWv/|k Y OY
~"gRkw6{zhjnkBlw&n$h|p6g^m$nkBvp&q
Pf (X,R)
X(k[s1mk ^*lpD{VkVbs/lk<Y Y*~"gRp6n$z1kBl X(p6l/m
Xj = Base(ÎR(Xj−1))
Y]p6nk n$zw&n














∗ Y}/s/l$n$z1kBl$xp6lkI CoR,X(X2) = {(c, dd)} kV{w&s1mk p&q c · cR dd w&g1
dd ∈ X∗
Y}hjgw&jjoeX(kH@kBn




























ÎR(X) = ÔR(X)  F̂R(X)
Y
     	        ?(p6g1m$h|/kBl n$z1kw&jv/zwkBn A = {e, f, g, h, i} w&g1n$z1kRmkBn X =
{eee, fffi, ggi, hh, i}
Xhjn$z n$z1kWm$hjxWhj4w&l$hjn"o lkB4w&n$h|p6g
R = 〈(e, f), (f, g), (g, h)〉
Y









Base(ÎR(X)) = Base(ÔR(X)) = Y2.r0z1kmkBn
CoR,Y2(Z2)
h|m {B|kw&l$jokBxWv/n"o w&g1n$z1kBlk q5p6lk


















DiR,Y2(ee, Z1)kV{w&s1mk p&qn$z1k<q5p6j|p Xhjg]HlkB4w&n$h|p6g1m]p6g.n$z1k xp6g1p6h|
Y ∗2
	
ee · eR ff · f

















Î 2R(X) = Ô
2
R(X) = F̂R(X).
      !  *! %   #!   #    &
X P i(X,R)
{eee, fffi, ggi, hh, i}
Y0 = X
(u, v) = (fffi, eee)
m$hjg1{Vk
fffiR eee · i
DiR,X(u, Y0) = {fffi}
Y1 = {eee, fff, ggi, hh, i}
(u, v) = (ggi, hh)
m$hjg1{Vk
ggiR hh · i
DiR,X(u, Y1) = {ggi}
Y2 = {eee, fff, gg, hh, i}
{eee, fff, gg, hh, i}
Z0 = X
(u, v) = (fff, gg)
m$hjg1{Vk
fff · gg R gg · fff
DiR,X(u,Z0) = {eee, fff}
Z1 = {e, ee, f, ff, gg, hh, i}
(u, v) = (ee, e)
m$hjg1{Vk
ee · eR e · ee
DiR,X(u,Z1) = {ee, ff, gg, hh}
Z2 = {e, f, g, h, i}
rw/|k Y  	 ?0w&|{Bs/4w&n$h|p6g1mq5p6ln$z1k
(R,R)
5q+lkVk zUs/jPp&q ,E1w&xWv/|k Y JY
B k xwVo	g1p X {Vp6x*/hjg1k7n$z1kHv/lkBiDh|p6s1mn X(p kFE1w&xWv/|kVm.np i@kBl$hEq+o n$zw&n.hjn.h|m
vpImm$h/|k<np3zwVi@k
ÎR(X)  ÔR(X)  F̂R(X).
     	         ?(p6g1m$h|/kBlwHmkBn X = {a, ac, dd, ddb, eee, fffi, ggi, hh, i} hjgw g/hjg1k.|kBn$nkBlw&jv/zwkBnRw&g1 |kBn
R = 〈(a, b), (b, c), (c, d), (e, f), (f, g), (g, h)〉
Y
AUhjg1{Vk:n$z1k w&jv/zwkBnm<w&g1^n$z1k:lkB4w&n$h|p6g1m[hjg*,E1w&xWv/|kVm[Y Ow&g1^Y Jw&lk:hjg1/kBvkBgb
/kBgUn]X(k xwVo./kVbs1{Vk<q+lp6xXn$z1k<v/lkBiDh|p6s1m[{w&|{Bs/4w&n$h|p6g1m[n$zw&n
Base(ÎR(X)) = {a, ac, b, dd, eee, fff, gg, hh, i},
Base(ÔR(X)) = {a, b, c, d, eee, fff, gg, hh, i},
Base(F̂R(X)) = {a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i}.










w&l/hjn$lw&l$o hjnkBlw&n$h|p6g1mp&q hjg/g1kBlRw&g1 p6s/nkBlzUs/j|mxwVo g1p6n k.hjg1{Bjs1/kV hjg kw6{z
p6n$z1kBl Y`<w&xkBjo@/hjg^p6s/l[kFE1w&xWv/|kX(k zwVi@k




R(X) 6= ∅,m$hjg1{Vk<n$z1kw6mk p&q
Î 2R(X)
h|m
{a, b, c, dd, e, f, g, h, i}
Y
}hjgw&jjo X(kHg1p6nkHn$zw&n.n$z1k7w&oH@p6l$hjn$z/xm.q5p6l 1g1bhjg]H hjg/g1kBl<p6s/nkBl^w&g1	q+lkVk
(R,S)
NzUs/j|m`{w&g k hjxWv/|kBxkBgUnkVWs1m$hjg]HLH@kBg1kBlw&jhkVAUvkBz/g1kBl mHIlw&v/z1m@mkVkSADkV{ 
n$h|p6g.Y OY
       




    . 8c	 8c
[kV{w&j0n$z1kqNw&xp6s1mW/k q5kV{BnWn$z1kVp6lkBx k+r0z1kVp6lkBx Y qnFY~"g n$z/h|mWmkV{Bn$h|p6gX(k.{Vp6gb
m$h|/kBl w./k q5kV{BnJk &MkV{Bn"Xhjn$zlkVm$vkV{Bn:np w.m$hjxWhj4w&l$hjn"o7lkB4w&n$h|p6g
R
Y]p6nkWn$zw&nJn$z1k







Base(F̂R(X)) = {ab, ac, bc}
q5p6l
X = {abac, bc}
w&g1
R = 〈(a, b), (b, c)〉
Y

































































x1, . . . , xm, y1, . . . , yn ∈ Xm$s1{z n$zw&n
x1 · · · xm Ry1 · · · yn
w&g1Mq5p6lWmp6xk





s = 1, 2, . . . , t − 1
 /s/n

























{Vp6l$lkV{Bn$jo2Y7B k m$z1p X n$zw&n







w&g1 n$z1kWmkBn<p&q0kVH@kVm<h|m /kBg1p6nkV Uo
Ej
YM[gHkVH@k




























hjgUnp C ) &,D!?62[/6 !-
Lj(u) = {v ∈ Vj(u) | u →Lj v}
h|m









}1p6l^m$hjxWv/jh|{Bhjn"o@ hjg n$z/h|m.v/lpDp&q(X(k /kBg1p6nk






























































w&g1n$z1kBlk q5p6lkkBi@kBl$o{Vp6g/g1kV{BnkV {Vp6xWvp6g1kBgUn{Vp6g1m$h|m$nm p&q




















n$z hjnkBlw&n$h|p6g m$nkBv p&qS^*lp&












































p6n$z1kBlWjhoHIzUnR{Vp6xWvp6g1kBgUnm{w&g/g1p6nRm$v/jhjnWhjgUnp m$xw&j|kBljhoHIzUn{Vp6xWvp6g1kBgUnm Y r0z1kBo



















       
    










































M]mm$s/xk3g1p Xn$zw&nJhjg ^*lpD{VkVbs/lkY  X(kR{z1pDpImk







Y y p6lk v/lkV{Bh|mkBjo@]m$s/v/vpImk n$zw&nn$z1kBlk
kFEbh|m$n
x′, x′′, y′, y′′ ∈ X∗k−1
m$s1{z n$zw&n






































lk < lk−1 ≤ c0
Y
AUs/v/vpImkJg1kFEbn]n$zw&n


















x′u′u′′x′′ R y′vy1 · · · yn,



















































































vp6g1kBgUnm<h|mLHIlkw&nkBl n$zw&g7n$z1k gUs/x*kBlJp&q0{Vp6g/g1kV{BnkV {Vp6xWvp6g1kBgUnm Y r0z/h|m<v/lpi@kVm
n$z1k /k q5kV{Bn[k &MkV{Bn0q5p6lhjg/g1kBl
(R,R)
NzUs/j|m Y
M]mwW{Vp6lp6j4w&l$o@]X(kJw&|mp-H@kBnn$z1k:/k q5kV{Bn[k &MkV{Bn0q5p6ln$z1k hjg/g1kBl
(R,S)
NzUs/j|m Y






































X(k(zwVi@kw]m$hjxWhj4w&l*/k q5kV{Bn*k &MkV{Bn Yr0z/h|m*{w&g k
























f]m$hjg]H^*lpD{VkVbs/lkY I]hjn*h|m*kw6m$oJnp mkVk0n$zw&n*n$z1k/k q5kV{Bn`k &MkV{Bn`p&qhjg/g1kBl
(R,S)

















       
    
  









[!-,/ 2=6C-C|B!>)-#U : A/? ,!-,b=I!
Î k+1R (X




c(B,R) ≤ c(X,R) − k.GH6$6Q6 %
c(B,R) = c(X,R)















































"{VpD/k UoHr0z1kVp6lkBx Y IY Q(o r0z1kVp6lkBx Yj \b8X(kWzwVi@k














Pi(X,R) = Base(ÎR(X)) 6= X
Uo r0z1kVp6lkBx Y b0Y#]kBg1{VkIn$z1k hjgUnk&H@kBl
kxJs1m$n k vpIm$hjn$hji@k0Y(y p6lkVpi@kBlhjg kw6{z p&q*n$z1k1lm$n
k
hjnkBlw&n$h|p6g lp6s/g1/mX(k:zwVi@k




B = Base(F̂R(X)) = Pf (X,R)














/k q5kV{Bnn$z1kVp6lkBxmhjxWv/jo3w]/k q5kV{Bnn$z1kVp6lkBx q5p6lvw&l$n$h4w&]X(p6l/mUmkVk &  Y<w&n$s/lw&jjo@

















*!$#!  #         B!
X
= `1)+!"WB!<98]/=6B!+)5=6C ' 6$#&%])Ne-eE%<=^B!<98' 6$#&









































{w&g w&|mp k]q5p6l$xJs/4w&nkV^q5p6lvw&l$n$h4w& X(p6l/m Y(}1p6l[kFE1w&xWv/|kIX(k"H@kBn]wW{Bs/xJs/4w&n$hji@k





       !  *! %   #!   #    &

    L 	aba   	a
~"gHxw&gUo w&oH@p6l$hjn$z/xm:lkB4w&nkV7nps/g/h:hUs1k qNw6{Bnp6l$hTw&n$h|p6g hjg xp6g1p6h|/mMn$z1k-HIlw&v/z1m
hjgUn$lpDbs1{VkV Uo AUvkBz/g1kBl  RNI:w&lk^i@kBl$o s1mk q+s/ZY ~"g n$z/h|mRmkV{Bn$h|p6g X(k hjgUn$lpDbs1{Vk
H@kBg1kBlw&jhkV AUvkBz/g1kBl-HIlw&v/z1mWhjg p6l/kBlWnpH/kw& Xhjn$z v/lp/|kBxm{Vp6g1{VkBl$g/hjg]H lk 
4w&n$h|p6gw&jjo^s/g/h:hUs1kJqNw6{Bnp6l$hTw&n$h|p6g1m Y<r0z1kVmkaHIlw&v/z1m w&lkJv/lw6{Bn$h|{w&npDp6|m]hjg1g1bhjg]H
lkB4w&n$h|p6gw&bzUs/j|mkm^*lpD{VkVbs/lk(Y ]w&g1a^*lpD{VkVbs/lk Y I2nPw&g1Jhjg n$z1k hjxWv/|kBxkBgUnw&n$h|p6g
p&q(n$z1k Abw&lbhjgw6m#"q^w&n$nkBlmp6gv/lpD{VkVbs/lkekm^*lpD{VkVbs/lkWYjnFYaB k(HIhji@k3v1mkBs1/pD{VpD/k
w&oH@p6l$hjn$z/xmq5p6ln$z1kVmk nw6m$tbmw&g1^m$hjxJs/4w&nk:n$z1kBhjls1mk Uomp6xk:kFE1w&xWv/|kVm Y
K>kBn











1 ≤ i < j ≤ n
Y r0z1k  U  $=6C )T$# LI1,U   6$=,





(u1, . . . , un)
 Xz1kBlk kw6{z kB|kBxkBgUn
ui








(u1, u2, . . . , un) (v1, v2, . . . , vn),













prefkij (uixi)Rij prefkij (ujxj),
k-Yj I2n
Xz1kBlk






k = min{|ulxl| | l = 1, 2, . . . , n}
Yr0zUs1m6n$z1k`z1kw6Ji@kBl$nkFE
(v1, v2, . . . , vn)h|m{Vp6xWv/|kBnkBjo^/kBnkBl$xWhjg1kVUon$z1k:nw&hj>i@kBl$nkFE
(u1, u2, . . . , un)
w&g1^n$z1k 4wkBPp&q
n$z1k.kVH@k
(x1, x2, . . . , xn)
YB k.mwVo n$zw&nn$z1k.kB|kBxkBgUn
vi
h|mw&g 6Q6 6' hEq<hjn
h|m<g1p6n n$z1kWkBxWv/n"oDX(p6l$Y ]kBg1{VkIMhjg7n$z1k3hjg/hjn$h4w&*i@kBl$nkFE7n$z1kBlkw&lk3g1p.pi@kBl p Xm Y




X = {abda, ac}

Y = {ad, baa, c}
w&g1
R12 = 〈(b, d)〉
hjg }hoHIs/lk Y Jb]Xz1kBlk n$z1k 4wkBMn$s/v/|kVm]w&lk
lkBv/lkVmkBgUnkV w6m{Vp6js/xWg^i@kV{Bnp6lmq5p6ln$z1k:mw&t@k p&q*{B4w&l$hjn"o2Y
~"gUn$s/hjn$hji@kBjo@n$z1kWh|/kwh|m:n$zw&n wGAUvkBz/g1kBlHIlw&v/z









{w&nkBgw&n$hjg]H n$z1kBx npn$z1kHkBg1 p&qJn$z1k v/lkBiDh|p6s1m$jo6Xl$hjn$nkBg`X(p6l$Y
~"g n$z1k k&HIhjg/g/hjg]H kw6{z nw&vkh|m kBxWv/n"o w&g1n$z1k Xl$hjn$hjg]H z1kw6/mWw&lkhjgvw&lw&j|kB
vpIm$hjn$h|p6g1m Yr0z1k0xw6{z/hjg1k[{w&g-Xl$hjnkp6g/jo np<n$z1pImk0nw&vkVmXz1kBlkn$z1k0|kBg]HIn$zp&qn$z1k
{Vp6gUnkBgUn(h|m(m$xw&j|kVm$n Y~"gw6/bhjn$h|p6g> kBn X(kVkBgkw6{zRvw&hjl(p&q>nw&vkVm`n$z1kBlk[h|m(w:m$vkV{Bh4w&








n$z1kJ|p6g]H@kBlLX(p6l$Y r0z1k kVH@kVm p&q`n$z1k AUvkBz/g1kBlLHIlw&v/zH/kVm{Bl$hk n$z1kX(p6l/m p&q
Xi
          #  #    &  
(ε, ε) (da, ε)





















}hoHIs/lk Y J 	 r0z1kPAUvkBz/g1kBl6HIlw&v/z
SR(X,Y )
q5p6l









nw&vkVmRhjg kw6{z m$nkBv8Y r0z1k i@kBl$n$h|{VkVm.p&q:n$z1k AUvkBz/g1kBlHIlw&v/z





p/nw&hjg1kV Uo7/kB|kBn$hjg]H n$z1kv/lk]Ep&q|kBg]HIn$z k.hUsw&`np^n$z1k|kBg]HIn$z p&qn$z1k





















w&lk:n$z1kJ{Bs/l$lkBgUn pi@kBl p Xm Y[u w6m$z1kV^jhjg1kVm]hjg1bh|{w&nkJn$z1k
vpIm$hjn$h|p6g1mXz/h|{z {Vp6l$lkVm$vp6g1.npWi@kBl$n$h|{VkVm[p&qn$z1kaAUvkBz/g1kBlSHIlw&v/z8Y
~"g wDAUvkBz/g1kBl(HIlw&v/z>(w ' =6C Sp&q[|kBg]HIn$z
m
h|mWw mk.hUs1kBg1{Vk




u(l) = (u(l)1, . . . , u(l)n)
np:w<i@kBl$nkFE
u(l + 1) = (u(l + 1)1, . . . , u(l + 1)n)
4wkBj|kVUo
x(l) = (x(l)1, . . . , x(l)n)
Y~"n
h|m ?BCj&$# hEq
u(1) = u(m + 1)
YK>kBn
w = e1 · · · em
k w-X0w&jt.q+lp6x
(ε, . . . , ε)
np
w&g w&l/hjn$lw&l$o m$nw&nk
(v1, . . . , vn)
YQ(on$z1kJ{Vp6g1m$n$l$s1{Bn$h|p6gHp&q
SR(X1, . . . , Xn)
n$z1k
4wkB|m














1 ≤ l ≤ m
[n$z1k7mk.hUs1kBg1{Vk




Y Q(o k-Yj I2n3w&g1`k-YjBqn:hjn3h|m







1 ≤ i < j ≤ n
Y ~"g n$z1k mk.hUs1kBX(kHw&lk kVm$vkV{Bh4w&jjo hjgUnkBlkVm$nkV hjg {B|pImkV
X0w&jtbm*q+lp6x n$z1khjg/hjn$h4w&m$nw&nk
(ε, . . . , ε)
w6{tWnp:hjnmkBEqpY~"gn$zw&n({w6mkn$z1kBlk]w&lkg1p
     !  *! %   #!   #    &


















}hjlm$n X(k]m$z1p X z1p X AUvkBz/g1kBl HIlw&v/z1m HIhji@k w&gk ({Bh|kBgUnX0wVoRp&q>hjxWv/|kBxkBgUn$hjg]H
n$z1k3lkB4w&n$h|p6gw&Abw&lbhjgw6m#"q^w&n$nkBlmp6g nkVm$n Y~"g7v/lw6{Bn$h|{VkI{Vp6g1m$n$l$s1{Bn$hjg]H mkBnm
Ui
hjg
^*lpD{VkVbs/lkYjp6g1k Uo p6g1kxwVo7g1p6n*kWn$z1kWqNw6m$nkVm$n"X0wVo p&qnkVm$n$hjg]H lkB4w&n$h|p6gw&












































(x, y) 6∈ R














Y@?(p6g1m$h|/kBl$hjg]Hn$z1k {Vp6g1m$n$l$s1{Bn$h|p6g p&qn$z1k m$hjxWv/jh kV
HIlw&v/z
SR(X)
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B k.w6mm$s/xkRn$zw&nWhjg n$z1k^w&oH@p6l$hjn$z/x n$z1k k-hjg 1g/hjnkn3m$hjxWhj4w&l$hjn"o lkB4w&n$h|p6g1mw&lk
HIhji@kBg s1m$hjg]H w 1g/hjnk(lkBv/lkVmkBgUnw&n$h|p6g
〈r1, . . . , rl〉























i@kBl$nkFEMX(k{Vp6g1m$n$l$s1{BnWn$z1kRp6s/npH@p6hjg]H kVH@kVm Uo{Vp6xWvw&l$hjg]H7n$z1kRi@kBl$nkFE X(p6l np












































r0z/h|mHIhji@kVms1mShUsw6blw&n$h|{:n$hjxk:{Vp6xWv/|kFEbhjn"o2Y ]kBg1{VkI]X(k zwVi@k:m$z1p X(kV 	
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h|mJlkVbs1{VkV np n$z1kkBxWv/n$hjg1kVmm v/lp/|kBx p&q[lk&HIs/4w&l34w&g]HIsw H@kVm(mkVk  J2R0q5p6l n$z1k






xL∗ ∩R(yL∗) = ∅
q5p6lw&j
x, y ∈ L
mw&n$h|m9q+oDhjg]H
(x, y) 6∈ R
w&g1
RL \ SL = ∅
Y
K>kBn<s1m]g1p X /kBxp6g1m$n$lw&nk-M[oH@p6l$hjn$z/x Y I Uo {Vp6g1m$h|/kBl$hjg]H.n$z1kJq5p6j|p Xhjg]H.kFED
w&xWv/|k0Y











V/0!*$9>;!/   ] * 








U2 = {a, ac, b}
Ui = {a, ac, b, c, ε}, i ≥ 3





R′ = 〈(a, b)〉








V/0!*$9>;!/   ] * 
X,R′, R′  lkBn$s/l$g1m   X h|mWw&g (R′, R′) "{VpD/k0Y  ]p X0
      !  *! %   #!   #    &
kBi@kBl]V/0!*$9>;!/   ] * 









Ui = {ac, b}, i ≥ 3











5qNw6{Bnp6l$hTw&n$h|p6g1m w&g13np]xw&t@k(n$z1k(qNw6{Bnp6l$hTw&n$h|p6g1m`k.hUsw& Uo m$v/jhjn$n$hjg]H n$z1k qNw6{Bnp6lm
hjgUnp.m$xw&j|kBl:v/h|kV{VkVm Y3r0z/h|m<xkBn$z1pD7h|m w6mkV7p6g m$nw/hjjhjn"o2YW}1p6l lkB4w&n$h|p6gw&`zUs/j|m

































R12 = R, R13 = ι, R14 = R,
R23 = R, R24 = ι, R34 = R.
k-Yj J2n
K>kBns1m[/kBg1p6nkJn$z1k:mkBn]p&q`{B|pImkVlX0w&jtbmq+lp6xXn$z1kJm$nw&nk





w = e1 · · · em ∈ Wε
{Vp6l$lkVm$vp6g1/mnp X(p6l/m
w1, w2 ∈ X
∗w&g1
w3, w4 ∈ Y
∗ s1m$hjg]Hn$z1k^g1p6nw&n$h|p6g	hjg vw H@kDJb0Y`Q(o n$z1k lkB4w&n$h|p6g1mDk-Yj J2nw&g1 k-Yj O2nB/n$z1kVmkLX(p6l/m[mw&n$h|m9q+o





el = u(l)u(l + 1)
k w&g kVH@k:hjg n$z1k"X0w&jt
w
m$s1{z n$zw&n
u(l)3 = u(l)4 = ε
Y




x′ = x(1)3 · · · x(l − 1)3,
u = x(l)3,
x′′ = x(l + 1)3 · · · x(m)3,
          #  #    &  
y′ = x(1)4 · · · x(l − 1)4,
v = x(l)4,





















































(u1, u2, ε, ε) (v1, v2, v3, v4)  
(x1, x2, x3, x4)
~"g n$z1k.q5p6j|p Xhjg]H w&oH@p6l$hjn$z/xmX(k /kBg1p6nk n$z1k mkBnRp&qJm$s1{z	kVH@kVmhjg w X0w&jt
wUo
E(w)
Y-M{Bn$sw&jjo@Pn$z1kBlk3xwVo kWw&g7hjg 1g/hjnkWgUs/x*kBl p&q X0w&jtbm hjg
Wε
>m$hjg1{Vk
w X0w&jt xwVo {Vp6gUnw&hjg {B|pImkVHm$s =X0w&jtbm
ek · · · ek′ (u(k) = u(k
′ + 1))
Xz/h|{z {w&g




(ε, ε, ε, ε)
np

























   !$#           ;$*$$9:19:!/=<;8;8$d !*$)U[k SR(I) n
  	1w AUvkBz/g1kBlSHIlw&v/z
SR(I) = SR(X,X, Y, Y )
Y







  n$z1kBlk h|mg1pWm$s1{zeX0w&jt
I    














}1p6l(w&gWhjxWv/|kBxkBgUnw&n$h|p6gp&q$^*lpD{VkVbs/lkY  X(kg1kVkVw&|mpJw&gw&oH@p6l$hjn$z/x Xz/h|{z
{Vp6g1m$n$l$s1{BnmJn$z1kmkBn
DiR,X(u, Y )

































p6l(n$z1k]lkV{Bs/lm$h|p6g.m$np6v1m Y ]kBg1{VkIDn$z1k w&oH@p6l$hjn$z/xX{B|kw&l$jonkBl$xWhjgw&nkVmm$hjg1{Vk
O ⊆ Yh|m 1g/hjnk0Y ~"g n$z1k kBg1 X(k p/nw&hjg

















   !$#           '  S!*$)U8 (SR(I), u,O)
  	MweAUvkBz/g1kBlHIlw&v/z


















	   k    
 x3 = u 	  x4 = u n  
x3 6= u









O ← O ∪ {v}
Y
R 
  '  S!*$)U8
(SR(I), v, O)
Y





]p X X(k7w&lk lkw6bo np Xl$hjnk7w&g w&oH@p6l$hjn$z/x Xz/h|{z 1g1/mRn$z1k w6mkHp&qJn$z1k
hjg/g1kBlWzUs/j[p&q
X
s1m$hjg]H n$z1k.p6s/n$jhjg1kVmp&q^*lpD{VkVbs/lk.Y 7w&g1 n$z1k.v/lkBiDh|p6s1mWn X(p
w&oH@p6l$hjn$z/xm Y










G← SR(X,X, Y, Y )
Y






























v ∈ O ADkBn
















          #  #    &   




(u, v) ∈ C iR,X(Y )
hEqhjnkFEbh|m$nm Y
C[n$z1kBlpXh|mk:n$z1kJw&oH@p6l$hjn$z/x nkBl$xWhjgw&nkVm Y0r0z/h|m[{Vp6l$lkVm$vp6g1/mnpm$nkBv hjg^n$z1k:v/lp&
{VkVbs/lk0Y*r0z1kmkBn
DiR,X(u, Y )




SR(X,X, Y, Y )h|ms/v1w&nkV^hjg p6l/kBlnp 1g1




l$s/g^p&qn$z1k    IN|pDp6v8Y@AUhjg1{VkX(k zwVi@k g1p Xm$z1p Xg.n$zw&nn$z1k:w&oH@p6l$hjn$z/xXq5p6j|p Xm
n$z1k^m$nkBv1mp&q n$z1k^v/lpD{VkVbs/lkI X(k^tDg1p X n$zw&nhjn{w&|{Bs/4w&nkVmR{Vp6l$lkV{Bn$jo n$z1kw6mk
p&q
ÎR(X)

















}hjlm$np&q*w&jNDn$z1k {Vp6g1m$n$l$s1{Bn$h|p6g p&qn$z1k HIlw&v/z




Y]rPpRmkVkJn$z/h|m|kBn]s1m]lkBv/4w6{Vk n$z1k kVH@kVm Xz1kBlk
l > 1{Vp6xWvp6g1kBgUnmp&q]n$z1k4wkB0i@kV{Bnp6lw&lkg1p6g1kBxWv/n"o hjgUnp
l
bh &MkBlkBgUnkVH@kVm(Xz1kBlk
p6g/jo	p6g1kH{Vp6xWvp6g1kBgUn p&q n$z1k 4wkB:bh &MkBlmRq+lp6x n$z1kHkBxWv/n"o X(p6l$Y~"g p6n$z1kBl
X(p6l/m{Vp6g1m$h|/kBl wi@kBl$nkFE















|E|/s/nX(k tDg1p X n$zw&nhjg3p6l/kBlnp]{Vp6g1m$n$l$s1{Bnn$z1k(p6s/npH@p6hjg]H kVH@kVmp&qwi@kBl$nkFEaX(k(p6g/jo
zwVi@k3np{Vp6g1m$h|/kBl 4wkB|mLXz1kBlkWkFE1w6{Bn$jo p6g1k3i@kV{Bnp6l:{Vp6xWvp6g1kBgUn:bh &MkBlm<q+lp6x
ε
Y
K>kBn<s1m 1lm$n {Vp6g1m$h|/kBl n$z1k gUs/x*kBl:p&q(i@kBl$n$h|{VkVm Y:}1p6l
ui ∈ Pref(Xi)








vpImm$h/hjjhjn$h|kVm Y AUhjg1{Vk ∑
y∈Y |y| ≤ n
UoRjhjg1k
p&q*n$z1kJw&oH@p6l$hjn$z/x w&g1^hjg kw6{z i@kBl$nkFE^n$z1kBlk w&lk<q5p6s/l]{Vp6xWvp6g1kBgUnmn$z1k:gUs/x*kBl
p&q]i@kBl$n$h|{VkVmh|m
O(n4)


















|V | = O(n4)
>n$z1k(Xz1p6|k{Vp6g1m$n$l$s1{Bn$h|p6g p&q0n$z1k
HIlw&v/z {w&gk /p6g1k hjg^n$hjxk
O(n5m)
Y







X(k[zwVi@k[np {z1kV{tn$z1k[4w6m$n n X(p3{Vp6xWvp6g1kBgUnm0p&q
kw6{zHi@kBl$nkFE7w&g1 4wkBhjg
G
Y:y p6lkVpi@kBl$X(k xwVo s1mkJn$z1k"/lkw6bn$zb 1lm$n:mkw&l{z




|V | + |E| ∈ O(n5)







p6g1kW{w&j p&q M[oH@p6l$hjn$z/x Y ORnw&t@kVm n$hjxk
O(n5)
w&g1Hn$z1kBlkw&lkw&n:xpIm$n





X,R  hjg3jhjg1kVm7\<w&g1.[g1kVkV/m*p6g/jo O(n) n$hjxk0Y7AUhjg1{Vkhjg n$z1k    IN|pDp6v7p&q n$z1k zUs/j w&oH@p6l$hjn$z/x w&n<|kw6m$n p6g1k(X(p6l7p&q
Y
h|m<m$v/jhjn<hjgUnp
n X(p7m$xw&j|kBl X(p6l/m`n$z1k|pDp6v {w&g kkFE/kV{Bs/nkV w&nWxpIm$n
n
n$hjxkVm Y]kBg1{VkI`hjg










       !  *! %  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X,R  w&oH@p6l$hjn$z/x h|m O(n6m + n7) Y











%]!-,/  !-,/!+)-2?62[C| 6)+!+F798






















w&g1 hjn Xhjj'k m$v/jhjn[hjgHmp6xkJ4w&nkBl
hjnkBlw&n$h|p6g8Y ]kBg1{VkI]X(k xwVo.m$hjxWv/jhEq+oRn$z1kJw&oH@p6l$hjn$z/x Uo/kB|kBn$hjg]Hjhjg1k:Y
r0z1kHw&oH@p6l$hjn$z/xm   %$*$$a%8/=/ 








SR(X1, X2, X3, X4) = SR(I)
s1mkV
hjg<;8;8$a%8/=/ 




















Y.~"g p6n$z1kBlX(p6l/mn$z1k AUvkBz/g1kBlaHIlw&v/zg1kVkV/kV q5p6l   %$*$$a%8/=/ 
X,R h|m[p&q*n$z1k q5p6l$x






















R = {R12} =
{R}
Yr0z/h|m HIhji@kVm s1m n$hjxk]{Vp6xWv/|kFEbhjn"o
O(n4m+n5)
q5p6l  $a%8/=/ 




X,R  Y}hjgw&jjo@X(kHIhji@k3w&g kFE1w&xWv/|k p&q`n$z1kJs1mkJp&q[H@kBg1kBlw&jhkV AUvkBz/g1kBl HIlw&v/z1m]hjg
n$z1k<hjg/g1kBlzUs/jw&oH@p6l$hjn$z/xeY
     	        [kV{w&j ,E1w&xWv/|kY Jb Xz1kBlk X = {eee, fffi, ggi, hh, i} w&g1
R = 〈(e, f), (f, g), (g, h)〉
Y,?(p6g1m$h|/kBl3n$z1km$hjn$sw&n$h|p6g hjg rw/|kRY eXz1kBlk
X =
{eee, fff, gg, hh, i}
w&g1
Z1 = {e, ee, f, ff, gg, hh, i}
Y:}hoHIs/lk Yjhjjjs1m$n$lw&nkVm
wvw&l$n*p&q1n$z1kAUvkBz/g1kBlHIlw&v/z









(ε, ε, ε, ε)
Xhjn$z	4wkB
(eee, eee, ee, e)
Y ]kBg1{VkIhjnlkBn$s/l$g1m
n$z1kvw&hjl
(x3, x4) = (ee, e)
Y~"g n$z1k.w&oH@p6l$hjn$z/x <;8;8$a%8/=/ 
X,R  X(kRn$z1kBlk q5p6lk l$s/g '  S!*$)U8
(G, ee, {ee})




































X,R  w&g1 lkBv/4w6{VkVUo^n$z1kX(p6l/m e, f, g w&g1 h Y!]kBg1{VkI<;8;8$a%8/=/ 







(e, e, ε, e) (ee, ee, e, ε)
(ε, ε, ε, ε)
(f, ε, ε, ε)(ε, ff, ε, ε)
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    	  
 
~"gn$z/h|m0{zw&v/nkBl X(k]{Vp6g1m$h|/kBl(iIw&l$h4w&n$h|p6g1m(p&q>n$z1k[n$z1kVp6lkBx p&qP}hjg1k<w&g1 B	hjEq@k+r0z1k 
p6lkBx Y O2nFYADkV{Bn$h|p6g OYj k&HIhjg1m(Xhjn$z /k1g/hjn$h|p6g1mp&q]n$z/lkVkn"oDvkVmWp&q]lkB4w&n$h|p6gw&
vkBl$h|pD/m
	 HI|pw&N|pD{w&*w&g1HkFEbnkBl$gw&ZY<r0z1k1lm$n]n X(p.w&lkH@kBg1kBlw&jhTw&n$h|p6g1m:p&q n$z1k
{Vp6l$lkVm$vp6g1bhjg]H{Vp6g1{VkBv/nmp&q vw&l$n$h4w&SX(p6l/m Y ~"g ADkV{Bn$h|p6g OY DX(k.v/lpi@k^iIw&l$h|p6s1m
hjgUnkBlw6{Bn$h|p6g n$z1kVp6lkBxm:q5p6lJlkB4w&n$h|p6gw&(vkBl$h|pD/m Y.u]h &MkBlkBgUn hjgUnkBlw6{Bn$h|p6g n"oDvkVm3w&lk
n$lkw&nkV.hjg^mkBvw&lw&nk:m$s 1mkV{Bn$h|p6g1m Y*r`oDv/h|{w&jjo@X(k:{Vp6g1m$h|/kBlSX(p6l/mXhjn$z p6g1k v/s/lk
vkBl$h|pDRw&g1p6g1k[lkB4w&n$h|p6gw&MvkBl$h|pD$Yr0z1kLhUs1kVm$n$h|p6gRh|m Xz1kBn$z1kBl0n$z1kVmk[n X(p3vkBl$h|pD/m
hjg1bs1{Vk[w<n$z/hjlvkBl$h|pD q5p6l`|p6g]HJkBg1p6s]HIz X(p6l/m Y[M	m$s/xWxw&l$op&qn$z1kkFE1w6{Bn`|kBg]HIn$z
p6s/g1/m hjg bh &MkBlkBgUnJhjgUnkBlw6{Bn$h|p6g {w6mkVm h|mHIhji@kBg w&n n$z1kkBg1 p&q0n$z1kmkV{Bn$h|p6g8YADp
{w&j|kV kFEbn$lkBxw&PlkB4w&n$h|p6gw&}hjg1k w&g1lB	hjEq[X(p6l/m<w&lkJbh|m{Bs1mmkV.hjgDADkV{Bn$h|p6g OY IY
r0z1kVmk:w&lkX(p6l/m]p&qxwEbhjxw&P|kBg]HIn$zeXz/h|{z /pWg1p6n[kFEbv/lkVmmvkBl$h|pD.hjgUnkBlw6{Bn$h|p6g
kBzwViDh|p6l Y
   L[   3  c
Sb    	a



















vkBl$h|pD/mw&lk {w&j|kVRAD[w6mbh|m$n$hjg1{Bnq+lp6x  Cj=I!+)56=6Cb1  )5#&/k1g1kV w6m(q5p6j|p Xm Y
     !       K>kBn R k w {Vp6xWvw&n$h/hjjhjn"olkB4w&n$h|p6g p6g^w&g w&jv/zwkBn A Y}1p6l[wX(p6l












i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}
]X(k zwVi@k
i ≡ j (mod p) =⇒ xi R xj ;
(ii)
w&g  I!"  =6C
R
	j1  )5# p&q
x
hEqPn$z1kBlk<kFEbh|m$nmw"X(p6l
y = y1 · · · yp
m$s1{zn$zw&n
q5p6l[w&j
i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}
w&g1
j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , p}
]X(k zwVi@k
i ≡ j (mod p) =⇒ xi R yj.
       !     #  ! %'&
~"g.n$z/h|m{w6mkI/n$z1kLX(p6l
y









i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n− p}
]X(k zwVi@k
xi R xi+p.
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     	       K>kBn A = {a, b, c, d} w&g1	/kBg1p6nk x = babbbcbd YPK>kBn R =
〈(a, b), (b, c), (c, d), (d, a)〉
























































π = 8 > πg = 6 > πe = 3 > πl = 2.
M]m w&g1p6n$z1kBlJkFE1w&xWv/|kWp&q(lkB4w&n$h|p6gw&`vkBl$h|pD/mLX(kW{Vp6g1m$h|/kBl vkBl$h|pD/m p&q(vw&l$n$h4w&
X(p6l/m Y
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hEq$q5p6lw&j
i, j ∈ D(w)

i ≡ j (mod p) =⇒ w(i) = w(j).
M vw&l$n$h4w& X(p6l
w
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hEq
i, i + p ∈ D(w) =⇒ w(i) = w(i + p).
f]m$hjg]H.n$z1km$hjxWhj4w&l$hjn"o7lkB4w&n$h|p6g
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kBn







r0z1k.g1kFEbnWn$z1kVp6lkBx m$z1p XmWz1p X bh &MkBlkBgUn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n$z1k 1lm$n3m$nw&nkBxkBgUn3z1p6|/m YH]p6nkn$zw&n hEq




y = x1 · · · xp









NvkBl$h|pD$Y ? |kw&l$jo@]w HI|pw&]vkBl$h|pD
mw&n$h|m kVmRn$z1kH/k1g/hjn$h|p6g p&qWw |pD{w&<vkBl$h|pD$Y }1p6ln$z1k xWhjg/hjxw& vkBl$h|pD/mn$z1kVmk
{Vp6g1m$h|/kBl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(x9, x10) = (x4, x2) =






















































π = 10 > πg = 8 > πl = 3 > πe = 2.
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πg(x) = πe(x) = πl(x).
($98eSK>kBn















Xhjn$z w&g kFEbnkBl$gw& X(p6l
y = y1 · · · yp
YlK>kBn
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i ≡ j (mod p)
Xz1kBlk
i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}
Y*r0z1kBg^n$z1kBlk:kFEbh|m$nm
k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , p}m$s1{z3n$zw&n
i ≡ k (mod p)
w&g1

























i ≡ j (mod q)
Xz1kBlk
i, j ∈
{1, 2, . . . , n}
YeB kx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Pg(x) = Pe(x) =
Pl(x)
YR}1p6lJn$z1kWxWhjg/hjxw&(vkBl$h|pD/m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vkBl$h|pD/m 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|p6g]H"X(p6lWzw6m`n X(p:vkBl$h|pD/m*n$z1kBghjn(w&|mp zw6m w&g1p6n$z1kBl g1p6gUn$l$hjiDh4w&vkBl$h|pDW/kBvkBg1D
hjg]H p6g n$z1kRp6l$hoHIhjgw& vkBl$h|pD/m Y.r0z1kn$z1kVp6lkBx p&q}hjg1kRw&g1 B	hjEqk+r0z1kVp6lkBx Y O2n
h|mJp6g1kp&qn$z1k{Vp6l$g1kBlm$np6g1kVm p&q[{Vp6x*/hjgw&np6l$h|{VmWp6g X(p6l/m Y^~"g n$z/h|mJn$z1kVp6lkBx n$z1k
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p + q
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q5p6lRkFE1w&xWv/|kI 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vkBg1/m>p6g:n$z1k*gUs/x*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(a1, a2), (a2, a3) ∈ R
 /s/n

















m$hjn$sw&n$h|p6g {w&gk i@kBl$oH{Vp6xWv/jh|{w&nkV Xz1kBg X(k{Vp6g1m$h|/kBlH@kBg1kBlw&`g1p6gbNn$lw&g1m$hjn$hji@k
lkB4w&n$h|p6g1m Yr0z1k(q5p6j|p Xhjg]HJkFE1w&xWv/|km$z1p Xm*n$zw&n[Xhjn$z1p6s/n(w&gUoWw6/bhjn$h|p6gw&w6mm$s/xWvb
n$h|p6g X(k]{w&g/g1p6n 1g1wH@kBg1kBlw& p6s/g1q5p6l n$z1k[hjgUnkBlw6{Bn$h|p6g.p&q>lkB4w&n$h|p6gw&vkBl$h|pD/m Y
     	        K>kBn R = 〈(a, b)(b, c)〉 w&g1R{Vp6g1m$h|/kBl(n$z1k]hjg 1g/hjnk(k-g1p6n0g1kV{VkVmmw&l9hjjoRs/jn$hjxw&nkBjovkBl$h|pDbh|{n X(p6l
w = w1w2w3 · · · = acb
6i1−2acb6i2−2 · · · ,
Xz1kBlkJn$z1k:gUs/x*kBlm
ij ≥ 1








w1w3w5 · · · ∈ {a, b}
∗, w2w4w6 · · · ∈ {b, c}
∗ 
w&g1
w1w4w7 · · · ∈ {a, b}
∗  w2w5w8 · · · ∈ {b, c}∗  w3w6w9 · · · ∈ {b}∗ Y
]p X(kBi@kBl






(w1, w2) = (a, c) 6∈ R
Y
y p6lkVpi@kBl>q5p6l
R = 〈(a, b)(b, c)〉
`w&j`gUs/x*kBlm
















w&g^k.hUs/hjiIw&|kBg1{Vk lkB4w&n$h|p6g>1n$z1k m$hjn$sw&n$h|p6g lkVbs1{VkVmnpWr0z1kVp6lkBx Y OY
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{a1, . . . , am}
Y"K>kBn
B = {b1, . . . , bm}
kWw&g1p6n$z1kBlJw&jv/zwkBn Ya?(p6g1m$h|/kBl g1p X
w|kBn$nkBl9Nnp&N|kBn$nkBl:xp6l$v/z/h|m$x
ϕ : A∗ → B∗
Xz1kBlk q5p6l kBi@kBl$o
i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m}
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i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}
mw&n$h|m9q+o





wi = ϕ(xi) = ϕ(xj) = wj


















i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}
mw&n$h|m9q+o
i ≡ j (mod gcd(p, q))
Yr0z1kBg























p + q− gcd(p, q)− 1
w&g1p6s/lm$nw&nkBxkBgUn[{Vp6hjg1{Bh|/kVm
Xhjn$z^r0z1kVp6lkBx Y O Uo{z1pDpIm$hjg]H
R = ι
Y
M]m7X0w6m(xkBgUn$h|p6g1kV^wpi@kIDn$z1k[n$z1kVp6lkBx p&qP}hjg1k<w&g1 B	hjEqP{w&g/g1p6n kSH@kBg1kBl9
w&jhkV nplkB4w&n$h|p6gw&*vkBl$h|pD/m]p&q0wg1p6gbNn$lw&g1m$hjn$hji@kW{Vp6xWvw&n$h/hjjhjn"o lkB4w&n$h|p6gHs/g/|kVmm
mp6xk lkVm$n$l$h|{Bn$h|p6g1m<p6g n$z1k:gUs/x*kBl p&q*lkB4w&n$h|p6g1m-k-z1p6|kVmFnw&g1 kFE/{Bjs1m$h|p6g1m[p&q mp6xk
m$vkV{Bh4w&*{w6mkVmJw&lk(HIhji@kBg8YWu<kVm$v/hjnkWn$z/h|m<qNw6{BnMhjn xWhoHIzUnk3vpImm$h/|k3np H@kBn:mp6xk
g1k&X hjgUnkBlkVm$n$hjg]H:iIw&l$h4w&n$h|p6g1m`p&qn$z1k0n$z1kVp6lkBx^Iq5p6l`kFE1w&xWv/|kI)UoWw6mm$s/xWhjg]H n$zw&n p6g1k
p&qn$z1k vkBl$h|pD/mh|mv/s/lkJw&g1^p6g/jon$z1k:p6n$z1kBl[p6g1k:h|mm$n$l$h|{Bn$jolkB4w&n$h|p6gw&ZY(f[gbq5p6l$n$sb
gw&nkBjo@/n$z/h|mlkVm$n$l$h|{Bn$h|p6g mkVkBxmnp k<hjg1m$s ({Bh|kBgUn]hjg.n$z1k:kFEbnkBgUnn$zw&n]mp6xkBn$hjxkVm
g1p1g/hjnk p6s/g1p6gn$z1k|kBg]HIn$zRp&qn$z1kX(p6l{w&g kp/nw&hjg1kVWq5p6l`n$z1khjgUnkBlw6{Bn$h|p6g

































(x3, x4) = (a, c) 6∈ R
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Mn$z1kBg7n$z1k(X(p6l {Vp6gUnw&hjg1mJw&n xpIm$n n X(p


















































B = B(p, q)
YK>kBn
s1m{Vp6g1m$h|/kBln$z1kLX(p6l
w(i) = wiwi+d · · ·wi+kid,
Xz1kBlk























B = B(p, q)
Y
AUhjg1{Vk n$z/h|mh|mRn$l$s1k q5p6l^w&j
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gcd(p, q) = 1
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|w| ≥ Bg = Bg(p, q)
















Y ]kBg1{VkIUhjn(m$s ({VkVm npJm$z1p X n$zw&nw<|kBn$nkBl(hjg
w&g w&l/hjn$lw&l$o.vpIm$hjn$h|p6g








n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , q}
2X(k[/k1g1k
τ(n) = max{m | 1 ≤ m ≤ |w|, m ≡ n (mod q)}





































C[s/lWw&hjx h|m np v/lpi@kRn$zw&nq5p6l3w&j
n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , q}
*n$z1ks/g/h|p6g




















τ(n) ≡ n (mod p)
Y(r0z1kBg
τ(n) ≡ n (mod pq)
1m$hjg1{Vk
τ(n) ≡ n (mod q)
w&g1


















w&lk bh|m$p6hjgUn Y`]p X hjnm$s ({VkVmnp3v/lpi@k n$zw&n
|S(n) ∪ T (n)| ≥ q
Y
<w&xkBjo@/hjg.n$zw&n[{w6mk<n$z1kBlk:kFEbh|m$nm[w&g.hjgUnk&H@kBl
k ∈ {0, q − 2}
w&g1.n X(pmkBnm
S′(n) = {n + ip | i = 0, 1, . . . , k}
w&g1
T ′(n) = {τ(n)− jp | j = 1, 2, . . . , q − k − 1},
m$s1{z7n$zw&n

















i ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , k}
w&g1q5p6lmp6xk
j ∈ {1, . . . , q − k − 1}
X(k zwVi@k
n + ip ≡ τ(n)− jp (mod q).
k OYjn
r0z/h|mh|mn$l$s1k hEq w&g1	p6g/jo hEq





gcd(p, q) = 1

X(k[{Vp6g1{Bjs1/k[n$zw&nLk OYjn*z1p6|/m hEqPw&g1p6g/joWhEq
i+ j ≡ 0 (mod q)
Y[Q(s/n n$z/h|m`h|m g1p6n
vpImm$h/|kI/m$hjg1{Vk
0 < i + j ≤ k + (q − k − 1) = q − 1 < q.
r0z1kBlk q5p6lkIn$z1k3mkBn
S′(n) ∪ T ′(n)
{Vp6gUnw&hjg1m:kFE1w6{Bn$jo
(k + 1) + (q − k − 1) = qvw&hjlpXh|mk hjg1{Vp6g]HIl$s1kBgUn]kB|kBxkBgUnm Y
r0zUs1m/hjnlkBxw&hjg1mnpWv/lpi@k n$zw&nhEq
|w| ≥ Bg = Bg(p, q)
/n$z1kBg




























τ(n)− 1 ≥ (q− bBg−np c − 1)p
w&g1M/{Vp6g1mk 
hUs1kBgUn$jo@


































Bg − [Bg]q + n
hEq
n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , [Bg]q},
Bg − [Bg]q − q + n
hEq
n ∈ {[Bg]q + 1, [Bg]q + 2, . . . , q}.
K>kBns1m{Vp6g1m$h|/kBl[n X(p{w6mkVm Y
















= Bg − q + n− qp + Bg − n = 2Bg − (p + 1)q
= (p + 1)q − (p + 1)q = 0.
  &    M]mm$s/xk<g1kFEbnn$zw&n

























n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , [Bg]q}
/n$z1kBg















= q − [Bg]q + n ≥ n > 0.
C[g.n$z1k:p6n$z1kBlzw&g1M/hEq
n ∈ {[Bg]q + 1, [Bg]q + 2, . . . , q}
/n$z1kBg















= n− [Bg]q > 0.
]kFEbnX(k v/lpi@k n$zw&n[p6s/l p6s/g1.h|mm$n$l$h|{Bn Y
      #    & !         !$#  !          %       




n$h|p6g> X(kR/k1g1kmp {w&j|kV	?B )+!+)5?=6CM/& )+!+)56/
m(p, q) ∈ {1, 2, . . . , q}
w6{V{Vp6lbhjg]H
np rw/|klOY YlB kRm$z1p Xn$zw&n hjnJh|mJvpImm$h/|knp {Vp6g1m$n$l$s1{BnWwlX(p6l
v
p&q|kBg]HIn$z






















































w&lk<g1p6g/g1k&HUw&n$hji@kJhjgUnk&H@kBlm Y@Q(o.wR23)-1)-2=6CV6C Ab!+)56 X(k xkw&g
w.mp6js/n$h|p6g Xz1kBlk




































m ∈ {1, 2, . . . , q} \ {n}
Y
AUhjg1{Vk
gcd(p, q) = 1
X(k*tDg1p X n$zw&n
{m+iq | i = 0, 1, . . . , p−1}
w&g1
{n+jq |





j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , p− 1}
mw&n$h|m9q+oDhjg]H
m ≡ n + jq (mod p)
w&g1.kFE1w6{Bn$jo
p6g1k
i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , p− 1}
mw&n$h|m9q+oDhjg]H
m + iq ≡ n (mod p)
Y7}/s/l$n$z1kBl$xp6lkI*q5p6l
j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , p− 1}
X(k zwVi@k
m ≡ n + jq (mod p) =⇒ m + (p− j)q = m + pq − jq ≡ n (mod p),
w&g1
p− j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , p− 1}






















q ∈ {1, 2, . . . , p − 1}
hjg	w&j[{w6mkVm Y







































jq = Bg − n =
p + 1
2





m + (p− j)q = m + pq −
p− 1
2
q = m +
p + 1
2
q = m + Bg > Bg.
]kBg1{VkI hjg n$z1k.mp6js/n$h|p6g
(p − Bg−nq , 0)
@X(k.zwVi@k





























































p ≡ 0 (mod p).
      #    & !         !$#  !          %      !
M]mwpi@kI]X(k<zwVi@k




















+n = Bg +(p− q)+n.



















n = q − p2
Y
y p6lkVpi@kBl






























Bg = q +
q−1
2 p
 k OY O2n
Xz1kBlk

















































     	        }1p6l p = 5 w&g1 q = 7 Dn$z1kp6s/g1q5p6l HI|pw&EZHI|pw&>hjgUnkBlw6{Bn$h|p6gh|m
Bg(p, q) =
p+1
2 q = 21
Y ]kBg1{VkIw&gUo X(p6l
w











Bg(5, 7) − 1 = 20
Y`r0z1k m$hjn$sw&n$h|p6g^h|mhjjjs1m$n$lw&nkV^hjg^}hoHIs/lkOYj0Y`r0z1k
nw/|keXhjn$z I kBgUn$l$h|kVmRlkBv/lkVmkBgUnmRn$z1keX(p6l
w = (w1w2 · · ·w7)
2w1w2 · · ·w6

Xz/h|{z^h|m[w3lw&n$h|p6gw&>vp X(kBl]p&qn$z1kX(p6l










w1, . . . , wq
lkBv/lkVmkBgUnm:w&jg1kV{VkVmmw&l$o^lkB4w&n$h|p6g1m<hjg n$z1k
X(p6l$Y*~Nq>n X(p i@kBl$n$h|{VkVm0pD{V{Bs/l(hjgRn$z1k]mw&xk[{Vp6js/xWg.p&q>n$z1k[nw/|kIDn$z1kBgRn$z1kBlk]h|m0w&g
























HIhji@kBg Uo k OY O2n&Y*<w&xkBjo@
m(5, 7) = 1
UoRrw/|kOY Y*y p6lkVpi@kBlDq+lp6x n$z1k HIs/lk
       !     #  ! %'&





















w1 w2 w3 w4 w5
w6 w7 w1 w2 w3
w4 w5 w6 w7 w1














               1
~"g1m$nkw6 p&q w&n$nw&hjg/hjg]H w HI|pw&[vkBl$h|pD
gcd(p, q)
X(k |pDpImkBg p6s/lRlk.hUs/hjlkBxkBgUnm
w&g1 {Vp6g1m$h|/kBl n$z1kR{w6mk Xz1kBlkn$z1k HIlkw&nkVm$nW{Vp6xWxp6g bhjiDh|mp6l*kV{Vp6xkVmWw^|pD{w&
lkB4w&n$h|p6gw&>vkBl$h|pD$Y
   !$#        B! p =6# q /& )+!+)-Q6:)-!"  U J'*)+!-, gcd(p, q) = 1 e  B! k !-,/3 2=6C-C|B!)-!"  U WV=I!+)4-8 F6)- 
kp ≡ ±1 (mod q)








q + kp− 1
) 8
q ≡ 2 (mod p)
=6#
kp ≡ +1 (mod q),
q + kp
I!-,/  '*)4e
M]m0hjg^n$z1k<v/lkBiDh|p6s1m[m$s 1mkV{Bn$h|p6g>]X(k:bhjiDh|/k n$z1k v/lpDp&qhjgUnpWn X(pvw&l$nm Y
            >,/ $6AD# Bl(p, q) #U`$#R)- >,/$6 2  UeW)4< A ?B)N !"e
($98eu<kBg1p6nk































n = 1, 2, . . . , q
]X(k zwVi@k








YB k m$z1p Xn$zw&n
q5p6lkw6{z
n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , q}
/n$z1kBlk:kFEbh|m$nhjgUnk&H@kBlm
in, jn ∈ N
m$s1{z.n$zw&n
[n]q + inq ≡ [n + 1]q + jnq (mod p)
k OY R0n
      #    & !         !$#  !          %       
w&g1p6n$zJm$h|/kVm>p&q/n$z1k`{Vp6g]HIl$s1kBg1{Vk kB|p6g]Hnpn$z1k mkBn






n$zw&nSk OY J2n>xJs1m$n'k(mw&n$h|m kVJhEq
|w| ≥ Bl
Y
  &     M]mm$s/xk 1lm$nMn$zw&n
kp ≡ 1 (mod q)
YP}1p6lPkw6{z














(n + 1) + jnq = n + 1 + kp− 1 = n + kp ≡ n (mod p).
? |kw&l$jo@ p6n$z^m$h|/kVmp&qn$z1k {Vp6g]HIl$s1kBg1{VkkB|p6g]Hnp









1 + jqq = 1 + kp− 1 + q = q + kp ≡ q (mod p).
r0z1k |k q+nzw&g13m$h|/k h|m|kVmmn$zw&g3p6l*k.hUsw&bnp
Bl
p6g/jo:hEq
q 6≡ 2 (mod p)
Y.]p X(kBi@kBl
hjg n$z/h|m<m$vkV{Bh4w&{w6mkXz1kBlk








q + iqq = q + kp− 1 ≡ q − 1 ≡ 1 (mod p).
]p X n$z1k |k q+nzw&g1^m$h|/k h|mkFE1w6{Bn$jo
Bl
Y
  &    M]mm$s/xk n$zw&n
kp ≡ −1 (mod q)
w&g1Mq5p6l






















q + iqq = q + kp + 1− q ≡ 1 (mod p).
]p6nk<n$zw&n p6n$z^m$h|/kVmp&q p6n$z {Vp6g]HIl$s1kBg1{VkVm kB|p6g]HnpWn$z1k mkBn
{1, 2, . . . , Bl}
Y
]kBg1{VkI X(k^zwVi@k m$z1p Xg n$zw&nDk OY J2n3h|mmw&n$h|m kV q5p6lRw&j






gcd(p, q) = 1
w6m]w3|pD{w&>lkB4w&n$h|p6gw&vkBl$h|pD$Y
            >,/ $6AD# Bl(p, q) #U`$#R)- >,/$6 2  UeW)4<B!+ )5?V!"e
($98eu<kBg1p6nk
Bl(p, q) = Bl











gcd(p, q) = 1
Y@B k:m$z1p X n$zw&nw&n|kw6m$nq5p6lp6g1k:hjg1/kFE




p&qk OY R0nm$s1{zWn$zw&n p6n$zm$h|/kVm*p&qn$z1kk.hUsw&n$h|p6g kB|p6g]H
npRn$z1kWmkBn





(w[n]q , w[n+1]q) 6∈ R
w&g1
n$z1kBlk q5p6lk









kp ≡ ±1 (mod q)
Y B k






















0 ≡ qp = 2kp ≡ ±2 (mod q)




]kFEbn X(k Xhjj<{Vp6g1m$h|/kBlxWhjg/hjxw& mp6js/n$h|p6g1m.p&q k OY R0n&YPM]mhjg	n$z1k v/lpDp&qJp&q
K>kBxWxw OY 1Uo wxWhjg/hjxw& mp6js/n$h|p6g X(k xkw&g w mp6js/n$h|p6g
(in, jn)
Xz1kBlk
max([n]q + inq, [n + 1]q + jnq)
h|m]w6mm$xw&jw6mvpImm$h/|k0Y [kV{w&j>n$zw&nn$z1k xWhjg/hE
xw&mp6js/n$h|p6gh|m s/g/h:hUs1k<w&g1RhEq





(p − j, 0)
YGB kRbhjiDh|/kRp6s/l {Vp6g1m$h|/kBlw&n$h|p6g1m3hjgUnp n$z/lkVkR{w6mkVm
w&g1.m$z1p X n$zw&nhjg^kw6{z {w6mk<n$z1kBlk kFEbh|m$nmmp6xk




p&qSk OY R0nmw&n$h|m kVm
max([n]q +inq, [n+1]q +jnq) ≥ Bl
Y
  &     K>kBn>s1m 1lm$nw6mm$s/xk*n$zw&n
kp ≡ 1 (mod q)
w&g1
q 6≡ 2 (mod p)
Y8B k
{Vp6g1m$h|/kBl k OY R0nXhjn$z
n = q
ThZY k0Yj&n$z1k {Vp6g]HIl$s1kBg1{Vk
q+iqq ≡ 1+jqq (mod p)
YP]p6nk
n$zw&nPhjgJn$z1k(mp6js/n$h|p6g




1+jqq = q+kp = Bl
Y]p X
w6mm$s/xk(n$zw&n*n$z1kmp6js/n$h|p6g
(p− kp−1q −1, 0)
h|m*m$xw&j|kBlIhZY k0Yj
q+(p− kp−1q −1)q <
Bl
Y`r0zUs1m











= 2kp− qp + q − 1 < q − 1,
k OY \2n
Xz1kBlk<n$z1k<4w6m$nhjg1k.hUsw&jhjn"oRq5p6j|p Xm0q+lp6x k OY 2n&Y@AUhjg1{Vk
kp ≡ 1 (mod q)
X(k zwVi@k
2kp− qp + q − 1 ≡ 1 (mod q).
k OYj2n
?(p6x*/hjg/hjg]H k OY \2n0w&g1 k OYj2nBX(k {Vp6g1{Bjs1/k n$zw&n
2kp− qp + q − 1 = 1
Y C[g.n$z1k
p6n$z1kBlzw&g1M
1 = 2kp− qp + q − 1 ≡ q − 1 (mod p),
Xz/h|{z {Vp6gUn$lw6bh|{BnmJp6s/l:w6mm$s/xWv/n$h|p6g8Y r0z1kBlk q5p6lkIMn$z1k3xWhjg/hjxw&`mp6js/n$h|p6g7h|m m$s1{z
n$zw&n
max(q + iqq, 1 + jqq) ≥ Bl
Y





























  &    M]mm$s/xkg1kFEbn>n$zw&n
kp ≡ 1 (mod q)
w&g1
q ≡ 2 (mod p)
Y?(p6g1m$h|/kBl
n$z1k {Vp6g]HIl$s1kBg1{Vk
(q − 1) + iq−1q ≡ q + jq−1q (mod p).
]p6nk3n$zw&n hjg n$z1kWmp6js/n$h|p6g




q + jq−1q = q +
kp− 1 = Bl
Y*y p6lkVpi@kBl1hjg^n$z1k mp6js/n$h|p6g
(p− kp−1q , 0)
]X(k zwVi@k






q = q − 1 + qp− kp + 1
     
> q + kp > Bl.
      #    & !         !$#  !          %        
]kBg1{VkIbn$z1k<xWhjg/hjxw&Pmp6js/n$h|p6g^mw&n$h|m kVm










  &     }hjgw&jjo w6mm$s/xk^n$zw&n
kp ≡ −1 (mod q)
Y ?(p6g1m$h|/kBln$z1k mw&xk
{Vp6g]HIl$s1kBg1{Vk w6m^hjg ?0w6mkY ]p X(kBi@kBl:g1p6nk n$zw&n^g1p X
Bl = q + kp
Y ]p X




q− 1+ (kp+1q )q = q +kp = Bl
Y
~"gn$z1k:p6n$z1kBl[mp6js/n$h|p6g








q = q + (q − k)p + 1
     



























k = min(k′, q− k′)
/m$hjg1{Vk





     	         }1p6l p = 5 w&g1 q = 7 X(k3zwVi@k k′ = [5ϕ(7)−1]7 = 3 = k w&g1
kp = 15 ≡ 1 (mod 7)
YaAUhjg1{Vk
q = 7 ≡ 2 (mod 5)
Mn$z1k"p6s/g1Hp&q@HI|pw&EN|pD{w&
hjgUnkBlw6{Bn$h|p6gh|m
Bl(p, q) = q +kp− 1 = 21
Y AUhjg1{Vk
Bl(5, 7) = Bg(5, 7)
/wX(p6l
wp&q|kBg]HIn$z






































〈(a, b), (b, c)〉
Y ]p6nk
n$zw&n3n$z1k4w&n$nkBlp6g1k{Vp6l$lkVm$vp6g1/m3np n$z1kq5p6l$xJs/4wH/kVm{Bl$hkV hjg6?0w6mk. p&q[n$z1k
v/lpDp&q*p&q[K>kBxWxw OY JY
        !     #  ! %'&








   !$#          B! p =6# q [/& )+!+)-Q63)-!"  U 3'*)+!-, gcd(p, q) = 1 e   I!"
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y = y1 · · · yp
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Vi = {vj | j > (p− 1)q + 1, j ≡ i (mod p)}.
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Y
        !   >,/ $6AD# C(p, q) #U`$#)- >,/$6 2  Ue-d&_)4] A ?B)N !"e
($98e}hjlm$np&q w&jNr0z1kVp6lkBx OYj hjxWv/jh|kVmRn$zw&nRn$z1kp6s/g1
(q − 1)p + 1
h|m













q ≤ p + 1
Y
B kRs1mkn$z1kg1p6nw&n$h|p6g p&qLK>kBxWxw&nw OY \7w&g16OYjY [kV{w&jkVm$vkV{Bh4w&jjo n$zw&n






k′ = [(q − 1)p + k]q
Y
]kBg1{VkI Uo n$z1k^/k1g/hjn$h|p6g p&q:w&g kFEbnkBl$gw&SX(p6lM
yk R Wk
Y }/s/l$n$z1kBl$xp6lkImkBn
U = {1, 2, . . . , q − 1}
YJ]p6nk n$zw&n:m$hjg1{Vk









|w| − k ≥ (q − 2)p
YAUhjg1{Vk





wm ∈ Wk =
{
wk+ip




⌋} k OY 0J2n
q5p6l[w&gUo






m 6≡ k′ (mod q).
k OY 2R0n
]kFEbn7X(k]m$nw&nk[n$z/lkVk[hjxWvp6l$nw&gUn(v/lp6vkBl$n$h|kVmqXz/h|{zXhjj kg1kVkV/kVn$z/lp6s]HIzb


























]kFEbnU{Vp6g1m$h|/kBl n$z1k]mkV{Vp6g1v/lp6vkBl$n"o2Y7Q(oGk OY 2R0nB=X(kzwVi@k
yk R (W \ {wk′})w&g1



















yk ∈ W \ {wl′}
X(kzwVi@k



























r0zUs1mbq+lp6x g1p Xp6geX(kJw6mm$s/xk<n$zw&ng1p6g1k:p&qn$z1kBxXh|mmw&n$h|m kV$Y





1 ≤ n ≤ q
Y u<kBg1p6nk
























wk′ (1 ≤ k ≤ q)w&lkJbh &MkBlkBgUn Y<y p6lkVpi@kBln$z/h|m]hjxWv/jh|kVm]n$zw&nLM[jv/z
(y1 · · · yq−1) = W \ {ws′}
q5p6l
mp6xk
1 ≤ s ≤ q
`m$hjg1{Vk M[jv/z
(y1 · · · yq−1) ⊆ W
Uo k OY 0O2n w&g1 w&j0|kBn$nkBlm3hjg
M[jv/z
(y1 · · · yq−1)
w&lk bh &MkBlkBgUn Uo k-hjh>nFY
AUs/v/vpImk g1p X n$zw&n
s = q
Y(AUhjg1{Vk




1 ≤ k ≤ q− 1
Uo k OY 2R0n&Y@AUhjg1{VkLM[jv/z
(y1 · · · yq−1) =W \ {wq′}
Dhjn(q5p6j|p Xm0n$zw&n



















Y ]p X {Vp6gb
m$h|/kBl
n ∈ U \ {r}
Y AUhjg1{Vk M[jv/z




m ∈ {1, 2, . . . , q}
YeAUhjg1{Vkn$z1k|kBn$nkBlm
{wk′ | 1 ≤ k ≤ q}w&lk bh|m$n$hjg1{Bn n$z1k hjgUnk&H@kBl
m









wq′ 6∈ {wk′ | k ∈ U}
Y:r0zUs1m



































C − 1w&g1 w&g kFEbnkBl$gw& X(p6l
y = y1 · · · yp
p&q
w
hjg m$s1{z X0wVo n$zw&n g1p |kBn$nkBl hjg n$z1k
w&jv/zwkBn
A




















(q − 2)p + (q − 1)
Y[B k:mkBn
A = {a1, . . . , aq}
w&g1
w = (a1 · · · aq)
(C−1)/q.












a = a[(q−2)p+(q−1)]q , b = a[(q−2)p+q]q ,
c = a[(q−1)p+(q−1)]q , d = a[(q−1)p+q]q .
]p6nk(n$zw&n Uo n$z1kwpi@kbhjiDh|m$h/hjjhjn"o v/lp6vkBl$n$h|kVmDw&j/n$z1kVmk(q5p6s/l*|kBn$nkBlm(w&lkbh &MkBl9
kBgUn Y ]p X
{ai′ | i = 1, 2, . . . , q − 2} = A \ {c, d}
Y ]kBg1{VkI/n$z1kBlkJkFEbh|m$ngUs/x*kBlm
         !     #  ! %'&







{i′ | i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , q − 2}, i 6= l}
hjgUnpvw&hjlm Y[r0z/h|m]h|m[vpImm$h/|kJm$hjg1{Vk
n$z1kJmkBn[{Vp6gUnw&hjg1m w&g kBi@kBg gUs/x*kBl
q − 3





(b, c) 6∈ R
w&g1
(b, d) 6∈ R
Y





Nhjg1{Vp6xWvw&n$h/|k Xhjn$z kFE1w6{Bn$jo p6g1kp6n$z1kBlJ|kBn$nkBl Y.]p X {Vp6g1m$h|/kBl3w&g
kFEbnkBl$gw&8X(p6l
y = y1 · · · yp
Y*}1p6l[hjg1bh|{VkVm
i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , q − 2} \ {l}











i = q + 1, q + 2, . . . , p
Y*]p X
yl = c RWl = A \ {b},
yq−1 = yk RWq−1= A \ {a, c},
yq = d RWq = A \ {b, d},
w&g1
yi R Wi
Uo k OY &qn q5p6l[w&j>n$z1k:p6n$z1kBlhjg1bh|{VkVm
i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , q − 2} \ {l}
Y





p + 1 ≡ 0 (mod q)
Y"B k s1mk
n$z1kWmw&xkWg1p6nw&n$h|p6g w6m hjg,?0w6mk.0Y AUhjg1{Vk




b 6∈ {c, a}
Y0]p X
{ai′ | i = 1, 2, . . . , q − 2} = A \ {c, a}
Y0r0zUs1m1n$z1kBlk:/pDkVmg1p6n
kFEbh|m$n

















yq−1 = bRWq−1 = A \ {a, c}.










a 6∈ {b, d}
Y`]p X X(k[zwVi@k







{1, 2, . . . , q− 2}
Y`r0z/h|m0n$hjxk X(k<xw&t@k:wJvw&l$n$hjn$h|p6g
Pp&q n$z1k3mkBn
{i′ | i = {1, 2, . . . , q − 2}, i 6= k}
hjgUnpm$s 1mkBnm p&q({w&lbhjgw&jhjn"oHn X(p]Y
u<k1g1k
R
m$s1{z n$zw&n hjn mw&n$h|m kVm k OY 0I2nJw&g17q+s/l$n$z1kBl$xp6lkRn$zw&n
(a, b) 6∈ R
w&g1
(a, d) 6∈ R
YLM]mm$s/xk3w HUw&hjgHn$zw&n<n$z1kVmk3w&lk n$z1k p6g/jo
R
Nhjg1{Vp6xWvw&n$h/|k3vw&hjlm Y<~"g










yk = bRWk = A \ {a},
yq−1 = bRWq−1= A \ {a, b},
yq = aRWq = A \ {b, d}.
  &     ]kFEbn^w6mm$s/xk n$zw&n














{i′ | i = 1, 2, . . . , p} = {q − p + 1, q − p + 2, . . . , q}
hjgUnpvw&hjlm Y`u<k1g1k
R






(a, a1) 6∈ R
q5p6lkw6{z
a ∈ {a2, . . . , aq−p}
Y.]kBg1{VkI6g1p


















































mw&n$h|m kVmk OY 0O2n(hjg kBi@kBl$o{w6mk0Y
B k kBg1.n$z/h|mmkV{Bn$h|p6gUoHIhjiDhjg]HRw&g^kFE1w&xWv/|k:p&qn$z1k:kFEbnkBl$gw&E"kFEbnkBl$gw&PhjgUnkBl9
w6{Bn$h|p6g^hjg.n$z1k z1p6|bhjg]HRw&g1.hjg1{Bjs1m$hji@k:{w6mk0Y
     	         }1p6l p = 5 w&g1 q = 7 X(k<zwVi@k Ce(p, q) = (q− 1)p + 1 = 31 YK>kBn
w
k w X(p6l p&q/|kBg]HIn$z









hjgwRnw/|kmkVkW}hoHIs/lk OY IY M0n n$z1k3np6vp&q0n$z1k
nw/|k X(kLXl$hjnk w&g^kFEbnkBl$gw&X(p6l
y = y1 · · · y5
w&g1^w&n0n$z1kp6n$np6xXp&qPn$z1k]nw/|k
X(kXl$hjnk n$z1k<g1kFEbn O |kBn$nkBlm[p&qn$z1k<s/jn$hjxw&nkBjo
q
NvkBl$h|pDbh|{LX(p6l$Y
y1 y2 y3 y4 y5
w1 w2 w3 w4 w5
w6 w7 w1 w2 w3
w4 w5 w6 w7 w1
w2 w3 w4 w5 w6
w7 w1 w2 w3 w4
w5 w6 w7 w1 w2
w3\ w4\ w5\ w6\ w7\















hjg n$z1k 4w6m$nlp X p&qn$z1k nw/|k0Y]p6nk n$zw&nn$z1k(kFEbnkBl$gw&bvkBl$h|pD:hjnmkBEq/pDkVm
g1p6nPq5p6l{Vk0w&gUoJlkB4w&n$h|p6g1m kBn X(kVkBgWn$z1k |kBn$nkBlm*p&qn$z1k@X(p6l
w
Y}/lp6x }hoHIs/lkOY ISX(k



















{q− p+1, q− p+2, . . . , q− 1} = {3, 4, 5, 6}
Y K>kBn






(a3, a4), (a5, a6) 6∈ R
Uo k OY 0I2nw&g1M
       !     #  ! %'&
hjg w6/bhjn$h|p6g>mkBn





























zw6m w&g z1p6|bhjg]H kFEbnkBl$gw& vkBl$h|pD O
Uo k OYj2n&Yy p6lkVpi@kBl












a4 a3 a6 a5 a
a a a3 a4 a5
a6 a7 a a a3
a4 a5 a6 a7 a
a a3 a4 a5 a6
a7 a a a3 a4
a5 a6 a7 a a







}hoHIs/lkDOY  	 ,E1w&xWv/|kHp&q3w
7
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p− 1 ≡ 0 (mod q)
6














gcd(p, q) = 1
YM]mm$s/xk1lm$n<n$zw&n
p + 1 ≡ 0
(mod q)
Y7Q(oRn$z1k<vkBl$h|pDbh|{Bhjn"o^w6mm$s/xWv/n$h|p6g>X(k n$z1kBg^zwVi@k
wi Rwi+p = wi−1
q5p6l3w&j
i = 2, 3, . . . , q
*w&g1
































(wq−1, wq) 6∈ R


















wi ∈ {a, b}
w&g1





a = wq−1 Rwq−1+p = wq−2 = c
Y
y p6lkVpi@kBl1|kBn
















b = wkq R wkq−p = w1 = c
Y
M]mm$s/xkRg1kFEbnn$zw&n
p − 1 ≡ 0 (mod q)
Y ]p X
wi R wi+p = wi+1
q5p6lw&j









































a = w1 R w1+p = w2 = c
w&g1









i+ p 6≡ i+1
(mod q)
w&g1
i + p 6≡ i − 1 (mod q)
Y.r0zUs1mhEq





















   !$#        B! p =6# q J/& )+!+)-Q6R)-!"  U R'*)+!-, gcd(p, q) = 1 e >,/$6AD#&
De(p, q)
983Cj?=6C 	$ I!"  =6C0)-!" $=@?V!+)56 =6#
Dg(p, q)
98WCj?=6C 	  6CjU$=6C0)- 	
!" $=@?V!+)56#@I! 6)4B!-%[ @?N!M8V6
q = 3
%()-7',U)5? , ?=&
De(p, q) = p + 2
=6#
Dg(p, q) = p + 3
e
($98eSM]ms1m$sw&NU/kBg1p6nk
De(p, q) = De
w&g1
























Y k OY I2n
AUhjg1{Vk
























|w| ≥ p + 3



























S = 〈(a,w[1+p]3), (b, w[2+p]3)〉










Y ?(p6g1m$h|/kBl w3q5p6s/l]|kBn$nkBl w&jv/zwkBn
{a, b, c, d}
w&g1 mkBn
R = 〈(a, b), (b, c), (c, d), (d, a)〉
Y3u<k1g1k3w&g hjg 1g/hjnkaX(p6l
w = (w1 · · ·wq)
ω hjgn$z1k]q5p6j|p Xhjg]H X0wVo2Y ADkBn




i = 3, 4, . . . , q − 1




















De = Dg =∞
Y
   	 	     	 
~"gRp6l/kBl0npJzwVi@k:wJ{B|kw&lkBl0v/h|{Bn$s/lk<p&qPn$z1k]bh &MkBlkBgUniIw&l$h4w&gUnm0p&q}hjg1k w&g1 B	hjEq m
n$z1kVp6lkBx lkBv/lkVmkBgUnkV hjgHn$z1k3v/lkBiDh|p6s1m:mkV{Bn$h|p6g1m$X(kWm$s/xWxw&l$hkWn$z1k"p6s/g1/m hjg
rw/|kOY IY
Q(o r0z1kVp6lkBx OYjIPwHI|pw&`vkBl$h|pDHh|mJwm$n$lp6g]H@kBl w&n$n$l$h/s/nkWn$zw&g n$z1kWp6n$z1kBl
vkBl$h|pD/m1w&g1n$z1kBlk q5p6lk
Bg(p, q) ≥ Be(p, q)
w&g1














{w6mkVmm$xw&j|kBln$zw&g^n$z1k p6n$z1kBl p6s/g1/m Y C[g^n$z1k:p6n$z1kBlzw&g1M/hEqX(k:{Vp6xWvw&lk:n$z1k
p6s/g1/mJp&qHI|pw&E"kFEbnkBl$gw&w&g1 HI|pw&EN|pD{w& hjgUnkBlw6{Bn$h|p6g,X(kmkVkIMq5p6lJkFE1w&xWv/|kI
n$zw&n
Be(5, 9) = 23 > 19 = Bl(5, 9),
Be(4, 7) = 15 = 15 = Bl(4, 7),
Be(3, 5) = 8 < 10 = Bl(3, 5).
r0z/h|mhjg1bh|{w&nkVm[n$z1k:hjg1{Vp6xWvw&lw/hjjhjn"o p&q*n$z1kJkFEbnkBl$gw&PlkB4w&n$h|p6gw&vkBl$h|pD w&g1^n$z1k
|pD{w&lkB4w&n$h|p6gw&]vkBl$h|pDM Xz/h|{z X0w6mw&jlkw6bo mkVkBg hjg ,E1w&xWv/|kVm OYj w&g1 OY I
Xhjn$zlkVm$vkV{BnJnp^xWhjg/hjxw&(vkBl$h|pD/m Y]p X(kBi@kBl*hjg mp6xkmkBg1mkWn$z1k|pD{w& vkBl$h|pD




hjgUnkBlw6{Bn$h|p6g p6s/g1/mw&n|kw6m$n1hEqX(k w6mm$s/xk:kFEbn$lwW{Vp6g1bhjn$h|p6g1m Y0~"g.n$z1k:{w6mk:p&q w
|pD{w&DvkBl$h|pD
p

















































q + kp− 1
hEq
q ≡ 2 (mod p)w&g1














(q − 1)p + 1
p6n$z1kBlpXh|mk0Y
z1p6|bhjg]H










q ≤ p + 1
(q − 1)p + 1
p6n$z1kBlpXh|mk0Y
kFEbnkBl$gw&E"kFEbnkBl$gw&


























p− 1 ≡ 0 (mod q)p6l














kp ≡ ±1 (mod q)
Y
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w&g1 y hoHIg1pIm$h  I 
m$z1p X(kVn$zw&n n$z1kmkBn p&qPw&j/qNw6{Bnp6lm p&qMn$z1kVmkX(p6l/m({Vp6hjg1{Bh|/kVm@Xhjn$zn$z1kmkBn p&qqNw6{ 
np6lm p&qSAUn$s/l$xWh4w&g X(p6l/m Y3}/s/l$n$z1kBl$xp6lkIPn$z1kWkFEbn$lkBxw&[X(p6l/m w&lk3vw&jhjg1blp6xkVm
w&g1 s/g/h:hUs1k(s/v3np[lkBgw&xWhjg]H:p&q|kBn$nkBlm Yr0z1k0n$z1kVp6lkBx p&q}hjg1kw&g1aB	hjEq1q5p6lxp6lk
n$zw&nn X(pvkBl$h|pD/mSX0w6m[hjgUi@kVm$n$hoHUw&nkV hjg mkBi@kBlw&Pvw&vkBlmmkVk 0JbIbrOI Y~"g II0I
r0h $/kBxw&gRw&g1 $w&x*p6g/h  R0RHUwVi@k[w]qNw6m$n`w&oH@p6l$hjn$z/x np:{Vp6s/gUn(w&gkFEbn$lkBxw&X(p6l
k5w&g1.hjnm|kBg]HIn$z
n q5p6l]w&g w&l/hjn$lw&l$o.gUs/x*kBl]p&qvkBl$h|pD/m Y*y p6lkVpi@kBl1n$z1kBo.m$z1p X(kV
n$zw&n3m$s1{z,X(p6l Xhjn$z vkBl$h|pD/m
p1, . . . , pr
w&g1 Xhjn$z1p6s/n3vkBl$h|pD
gcd(p1, . . . , pr){Vp6gUnw&hjg/hjg]H wxwEbhjxw&*gUs/x*kBlJp&q0bh|m$n$hjg1{Bn |kBn$nkBlm<h|m<s/g/h:hUs1kBjoH/kBnkBl$xWhjg1kV7s/v
np3lkBgw&xWhjg]HRp&q|kBn$nkBlm[w&g1.hjnh|m[w vw&jhjg1blp6xk0Y
]kBlk X(k^{Vp6g1m$h|/kBllkB4w&n$h|p6gw&]kFEbn$lkBxw&[}hjg1k w&g1B	hjEqLX(p6l/mhjg n$z1k^{w6mk
p&q[HI|pw&EZHI|pw&hjgUnkBlw6{Bn$h|p6g8YSB k:v/lpi@kJn$zw&n[s/g1/kBl]mp6xk:gw&n$s/lw&{Vp6g1m$n$lw&hjgUnm
n$z1k m$n$l$s1{Bn$s/lk3p&q(m$s1{z X(p6l/m p&q xwEbhjxw&|kBg]HIn$zHh|m]s/g/h:hUs1kJs/vHnplkBgw&xWhjg]H.p&q
|kBn$nkBlm Y<r0z1kVmk kFEbn$lkBxw&X(p6l/m:w&lk3pi@kBl:wnkBl$gw&l$oHw&jv/zwkBn:w&g1 n$z1k lkB4w&n$h|p6g
h|m(g1kV{VkVmmw&l$hjjoRm$hjxWhj4w&l0npJn$z1k<{Vp6xWvw&n$h/hjjhjn"olkB4w&n$h|p6g^p&qPvw&l$n$h4w&$X(p6l/m Y`}/s/l$n$z1kBl9














|w| = Bg(p, q) − 1






































































p + q − 1
$Xz/h|{z hjxWv/jh|kVm n$zw&n:n$z1k










p + q − 2
w&lkkBhjn$z1kBlJs/gw&l$o UoHn$z1kWn$z1kVp6lkBx p&q}hjg1kw&g1 B	hjEqp6l
aR bz1p6|/m Y ~"g p6n$z {w6mkVm
gcd(p, q) = 1
h|mw lkB4w&n$h|p6gw&[vkBl$h|pD$Y r0z1kBlk q5p6lkI q5p6l







/kBg1p6nkVm.n$z1k mkBn.p&qw&j |kBn$nkBlm pD{V{Bs/l$l$hjg]H hjg
w
Y ~"g`H@kBg1kBlw&
w ∈ FW (p, q)
h|m0g1p6ns/g/h:hUs1kI/g1p6n[kBi@kBg^s/v.npWlkBgw&xWhjg]HRp&q|kBn$nkBlm Y
















Y C[g n$z1k.p6n$z1kBlzw&g1M q5p6l3n$z1k w&jv/zwkBn
{a, b, c, d}
 X(k.zwVi@k
v = abcacadabcaca ∈ FW (3, 7)
Xhjn$z^n$z1k lkB4w&n$h|p6g
Rv = 〈(a, b), (a, c), (a, d), (b, c), (c, d)〉.
,*i@kBg hEqX(kJlkVm$n$l$h|{Bn[p6s/l]{Vp6g1m$h|/kBlw&n$h|p6g1m]np-X(p6l/m[zwViDhjg]Hn$z1kJm$xw&j|kVm$nvpImm$h/|k









hjg^mp6xk mkBg1mkJw s/g/h:hUs1k:m$n$l$s1{Bn$s/lk0Y[B k lk.hUs/hjlk n$z1k]q5p6j|p Xhjg]HR/k1g/hjn$h|p6g1m Y










aR x ⇐⇒ bR x.
M |kBn$nkBl
a












bh|m$n$hjg1{Bn:lkB4w&n$h|p6gw&jjo7h|mp6xp6l$v/z/h|{|kBn$nkBlm w&g17n$z1kgUs/x*kBl p&qpD{V{Bs/l$lkBg1{VkVm p&qw
lkB4w&n$h|p6gw&jjo s/g/hji@kBlmw&[|kBn$nkBlh|mxWhjg/hjxw&ZY r0z/h|mlkVm$n$l$h|{Bn$h|p6g h|m#9s1m$n$h kVM0m$hjg1{Vk
n$z1kVmkX(p6l/mRw&lk^w mp6l$np&q]nkBxWv/4w&nkq5p6lWp6n$z1kBlkFEbn$lkBxw&lkB4w&n$h|p6gw&[}hjg1k^w&g1
B	hjEq X(p6l/m Y.<w&xkBjo@w&j n$z1k-X(p6l/m hjg
FW (p, q)
{w&g kp/nw&hjg1kVs/v np^lk 
gw&xWhjg]H p&q]|kBn$nkBlm q+lp6x n$z1kX(p6l
w
/kVm{Bl$hkV hjg n$z1kg1kFEbn3n$z1kVp6lkBx Uo n X(p
p6vkBlw&n$h|p6g1mDgw&xkBjo{zw&g]HIhjg]Hmp6xk]m$oDx*p6|m(npJs/g/hji@kBlmw&Mm$oDx*p6|mw&g1lkBv/4w6{ 

















B = Bg(p, q)
Y B k zwVi@k
n$z1k]q5p6j|p Xhjg]Hn$z1kVp6lkBxeY
   !$#         B! w =[' 6$#[)- FW (p, q) '*)+!-, <#6)4B!+)-?V! Rw 	")4V626N,U)5?C|B!5!" 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H98=6
Rw
	"AD1)-Q6 V=6C0C|B!5!" e




























































p&qn$z1k:k.hUsw&n$h|p6g k OY qn 	
m + iq ≡ n + jq (mod p).
~Nqn$z1kBlk kFEbh|m$nm]wWmp6js/n$h|p6gHm$s1{z n$zw&n
max(m + iq, n + jq) ≤ |v|
1n$z1kBg









Q(o n$z1k^/k1g/hjn$h|p6g p&q n$z1k p6s/g1
Bg = Bg(p, q)
 n$z1kBlk kFEbh|m$nmwHxWhjg/hjxw&
mp6js/n$h|p6g mw&n$h|m9q+oDhjg]H










n$z1kBlk xJs1m$n k w xWhjg/hjxw&:mp6js/n$h|p6g Xhjn$z











m′ ≡ Bg (mod p).







|kBn$nkBlm w&g1 Xhjn$zxWhjg/hjxw& gUs/x*kBl3p&qpD{V{Bs/l$lkBg1{VkVm p&q[w&g
Rw
Ns/g/hji@kBlmw& |kBn$nkBl Y





























w[Bg ]q = b
/n$z1kBg |kBn$nkBlmhjg n$z1k
vpIm$hjn$h|p6g1m






Xhjn$z kw6{z p6n$z1kBlw&g1,Xhjn$z n$z1ks/g/hji@kBlmw&|kBn$nkBl
b
Y r0zUs1m








w[Bg ]q = c
Y AUhjg1{Vk







m ≡ Bg (mod p)
m$s1{z
n$zw&n
(a, c) 6∈ Rw
Y[~Nq wWvpIm$hjn$h|p6g
m
h|m]m$s1{z n$zw&n]n$z1k:xWhjg/hjxw&*mp6js/n$h|p6gHp&q(k OY qn
q5p6l w&j
n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , q}
mw&n$h|m kVm
max(m + iq, n + jq) ≤ |w|
Mn$z1kBg7n$z1k |kBn$nkBl
wn



















n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , q} \ {[Bg]q}
w&g1












l = 1, 2, . . . , q
Pw&lk








1 ≤ m ≤ q
mw&n$h|m9q+oDhjg]H




m + iq ≡ [Bg]q + jq (mod p)
k OY 0\2n
m$s1{z n$zw&n


















m ≡ Bg (mod p)
Y }1p6lRw mp6js/n$h|p6g
(i, j) = (0, p−12 )
7X(kzwVi@k
[Bg]q + jq =










q + m = Bg + m.
]kBg1{VkIDq5p6l0n$z1k<xWhjg/hjxw&Pmp6js/n$h|p6g>]X(k<zwVi@k
max(m + iq, [Bg]q + jq) > Bg − 1
Y
r0z/h|m*v/lpi@kVm`n$zw&n(w]|kBn$nkBl`hjgRw]vpIm$hjn$h|p6g
1 ≤ m ≤ q
mw&n$h|m9q+oDhjg]H
















m ∈ {1, 2, . . . , q}

m ≡ Bg (mod p)
lkw&jjo.kFEbh|m$nm Y








k = 0, 1, . . . , b qpc
w&g1



















p− q > 0
w&g1



















m ∈ {1, 2, . . . , q}\{[Bg ]q}Xz1kBlk`n$z1k*xWhjg/hjxw&Dmp6js/n$h|p6g mw&n$h|m kVm













Rw = 〈(a, b), (b, c)〉
Y
]p6nkn$zw&n3n$z1klkB4w&n$h|p6g
Rw = 〈(a, b), (b, c)〉




{Vp6xWvw&n$h/hjjhjn"o.lkB4w&n$h|p6g p&qvw&l$n$h4w& X(p6l/m Y
M]mhjg n$z1k7{w6mk p&q g1p6l$xw&JkFEbn$lkBxw&J}hjg1k w&g1`B	hjEq(X(p6l/m  I bNR0R"]n$z1k
xWhjg/hjxw&:kFEbn$lkBxw& lkB4w&n$h|p6gw&:}hjg1k7w&g1 B	hjEqX(p6l/mlHIhji@kBg hjg r0z1kVp6lkBx OYj O
zwVi@k3g/h|{Vk3vw&jhjg1blp6xWh|{v/lp6vkBl$n$h|kVm YaM X(p6l




w = wnwn−1 · · ·w1
Y M H@kBg1kBlw&jhTw&n$h|p6g p&qvw&jhjg1blp6xWh|{ X(p6l/m
w&lk mpW{w&j|kV.v1mkBs1/p&Nvw&jhjg1blp6xWh|{X(p6l/m Y
     !         K>kBn ϕ : A → A kJw3xp6l$v/z/h|m$x mw&n$h|m9q+oDhjg]H ϕ2 = h|$Y MPX(p6l
w = w1 · · ·wn
h|mw
ϕ
	j A/#@ 	j/=6C )-#6$62hEq
w = ϕ(w)
q5p6l
w = wnwn−1 · · ·w1
Y
}1p6l3xp6lkRhjgbq5p6l$xw&n$h|p6g p6g vw&jhjg1blp6xkVmw&g1 v1mkBs1/p&Nvw&jhjg1blp6xkVm(mkVk  1&Ib  Y
M]mw1gw&lkVm$s/jnp&q<kFEbn$lkBxw&[}hjg1k w&g1,B	hjEqLX(p6l/m-X(k.v/lpi@k.n$z1kq5p6j|p Xhjg]H
vw&jhjg1blp6xWh|{:v/lp6vkBl$n$h|kVm Y
   !$#         B! w ∈ A∗ %(',/  A = {a, b, c} %< Cj6 ^!N FW (p, q) '*)+!-, #6)4B!+)-?V!
Rw
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)4[=0/=6C )-#6$62e !-,/  '*)4%)+!M)4[=
ϕ
	j A/#@ 	j/=6C )-#6$62%*',/ 







h|mlHIhji@kBg Uo n$z1kHq5p6l$xJs/4w p&qr0z1kVp6lkBx OYj OY ?(p6g1m$h|/kBl
1lm$n













1 ≤ n < q
mw&n$h|m9q+oDhjg]H
n ≡ Bg (mod p)
Y@AUhjg1{Vk







n ≡ Bg (mod p)
X(k<zwVi@k
q − n ≡ q−Bg + pq =
p+1
2 q = Bg (mod p)
Y
r0z/h|mxkw&g1mn$zw&n
















Bg−m ≡ 0 (mod q)
Y
       #     !$#%'& !!
r0z/h|mhjxWv/jh|kVmRn$zw&n
wBg−m = c
w&g1 X(k^zwVi@k m$z1p Xg	n$zw&n













w ∈ FW (p, q)
m$s1{z n$zw&n




p6lkBx OYj ObaX(k tDg1p X n$zw&n
wm = a
hEqw&g1 p6g/johEq








Bg − m ≡ Bg (mod q)
w&g1 n$z1kBlk q5p6lk
wBg−m = c















B k1g/h|m$z n$z/h|mRmkV{Bn$h|p6g UoHIhjiDhjg]H mp6xk kFE1w&xWv/|kVmRp&q lkB4w&n$h|p6gw&<kFEbn$lkBxw&
}hjg1k(w&g1B	hjEqX(p6l/m/kBxp6g1m$n$lw&n$hjg]H:w&|mpn$z1k vw&jhjg1blp6xWh|{(v/lp6vkBl$n$h|kVmbh|m{Bs1mmkV
wpi@k0Y
     	       B k m$z1p X(kV w&jlkw6bo hjg ,E1w&xWv/|k OY J n$zw&nRn$z1kGX(p6l w =
(abbbbac)2abbbba
Xhjn$z n$z1kWlkB4w&n$h|p6g



































































v = (adbbbec)2adbbbe ∈ FW (5, 7)
Xhjn$z n$z1klkB4w&n$h|p6g
Rv = 〈ΩA \ {(a, c), (c, a), (e, c), (c, e)}〉
Y ]p6nk^n$zw&nRn$z/h|m X(p6l h|mg1kBhjn$z1kBl.w
vw&jhjg1blp6xk:g1p6l[w3v1mkBs1/p&Nvw&jhjg1blp6xk0Y
M]m^w&g kFE1w&xWv/|k p&qw v1mkBs1/p&Nvw&jhjg1blp6xkI"X(k {Vp6g1m$h|/kBl w xWhjg/hjxw&"X(p6l
w′ ∈ FW (7, 5)
Y ]p X
Bg(7, 5) = q +
q−1
2 p = 19

[Bg(7, 5)]5 = 4
w&g1
(Bg(7, 5) − [Bg(7, 5)]5)/q = 3
Y Q(on$z1kq5p6l$xJs/4w7p&q]r0z1kVp6lkBx OYj Ob7X(kzwVi@k
w′ = (bbbca)3bbb
 Xz/h|{z h|m w
ϕ
Nv1mkBs1/p vw&jhjg1blp6xk q5p6ln$z1k xp6l$v/z/h|m$x








    
    
  
~"g	n$z/h|mRn$z1kVm$h|m X(k hjgUn$lpDbs1{VkV n$z1k g1p6n$h|p6g p&q3wm$hjxWhj4w&l$hjn"o	lkB4w&n$h|p6g p6g X(p6l/m
hjg1bs1{VkV UoWw]lkkFEbhji@kw&g1m$oDxWxkBn$l$h|{0lkB4w&n$h|p6gp6gW|kBn$nkBlm(w&g1MUw6m w]xp6n$hjiIw&n$h|p6g
q5p6lRn$z1kHlkVmkw&l{z>X(kHv/lp6vpImkV mkBi@kBlw&Jw&v/v/jh|{w&n$h|p6g1m w&l$h|m$hjg]H q+lp6x {Vp6xWv/s/nkBl
m{Bh|kBg1{Vk7w&g1	xp6|kV{Bs/4w&l/h|p6|pNHIo2Y B kHkVm$vkV{Bh4w&jjo	kBxWv/zw6m$hkV n$z1kH{Vp6g/g1kV{Bn$h|p6g




X(k lkBiDh|m$hjnkV n$z1kJn$z1kVp6l$o p&q iIw&l$h4w/|kJ|kBg]HIn$z
{VpD/kVm Y[B kH@kBg1kBlw&jhkV {VpD/kVmnpWlkB4w&n$h|p6gw&
(R,S)
"{VpD/kVm<w&g1^m$z1p X(kV^n$zw&n[n$z1k






nkBlw&n$h|p6g.lkB4w&n$h|p6g1m[w&g1RxWhjg/hjxw& /kBjhjn"oRlkB4w&n$h|p6g1m Y`y p6lkVpi@kBlw&g. ^"{Vp6xWv/|kBnk
v/lp/|kBx lkB4w&nkV np^lkB4w&n$h|p6gw&({VpD/kVm"X0w6mHIhji@kBg8YyHw&gUo7{B4w6mm$h|{w& g1p6n$h|p6g1m3w&g1
lkVm$s/jnm0{Vp6g1{VkBl$g/hjg]HWs/g/h:hUs1kqNw6{Bnp6l$hTw&n$h|p6g w&g1q+lkVkX(p6lxp6g1p6h|/m X(kBlk H@kBg1kBlw&E
hkVJq5p6l*m$hjxWhj4w&l$hjn"o lkB4w&n$h|p6g1m YM]m*w&gWkFE1w&xWv/|kI0X(k0xwVoJz1kBlk0xkBgUn$h|p6gWn$z1k0s/g/h:hUs1k
qNw6{Bnp6l$hTw&n$h|p6gkFEbnkBg1m$h|p6g1m(p&qPm$s /xp6g1p6h|/mbm$nw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